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_-

SLC Systen
<

3.1.7
..

. . ,

SllRVEl(L#CE RE0JIRDENTS (continued) '
s.

\'-) -

SLRVEILLMCE FRE0BCY
- --

,

SR 3.1.7.6 Verify each SLC stbsysten tranual, pmer cperated, 31 days.

and autamtic valve in the fim path that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,.

is in the correct position, or can be aligned to
the cormct position.

SR 3.1.7.7 Verify each ptnp develcps a fim rate 2 32.4 gpn at In accortlance with
a dischartje pressure 21220 psig. the Inservice

Testing Pmgram

SR 3.1.7.8 Verify fim thmugh orn SLC stbsysten frun ptmp
@/GERED TEST

on a I
into reactor pressure vessel. XI

E% SIS

.

SR 3.1.7.9 Verify all 6t traced betweenstoragebr @ thsi

and ptop suction is trb
;

.

ae ;
~

Once within
24 hours after
ptnp suction
piping tegratum
1s restomd to -

2 70 F

'
.

-

.

. .
,
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.

|; SDV Vent and Drain Valves
,

p 3.1.8 ;

..

SURVEILi.'ANCEREQUIREMENTS
.)

''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' ' '

- -

SR 3.1.8.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
'

Not required to be met on vent and drain
valves closed during performance of

.

SR 3.1.8.2.
|

___________________________________________

Verify each SDV vent and drain valve is 31 days
open.

SR 3.1.8.2 Cycle each SDV vent and drain valve to the 92 days
fully closed and fully open position.

!

O
SR 3.1.8.3 Verify each SDV vent and drain valve: hmonths |

a. Closes in,s 30 seconds after receipt
'

of an actual or simulated scram
|

*signal; and-
.

b. Opens when the actual or simulated
scram signal is reset.

.

.._

'
..

'

.
,

- -
.

'

|
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1 ;

|

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

I. ') ' SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' ' '

. . . < ,

.

SR 3.3.1.1.11 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Neutron detectors r,nd flow reference

transmitters are excluded.
.

2. For Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

_________________________________________

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

!

|
SR 3.3.1.1.12 Ferform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. months |

SR 3.3.1.1.13 ------------------NOTES------------------ ,

'1. . Neutron detectors are excluded.
'' '

''
2. For IRMs, not required to be

performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until 12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

. _________________________________________

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months ]

SR 3.3.1.1.14 Verify the APRM Flow Biased Simulated months |
Thermal Power-High time constant is i

within the limits specified in the COLR. !
,

SR 3.3.1.1.15 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. $ months 1

- -
_ (continued).

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-5 Amendment No. 69



-

RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

'~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
' ' ^

)
. SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.16 Verify Turbine Stop Valve Closure and months |Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Trip
011 Pressure-Low Functions are not .

bypassed when THERMAL POWER is = 40% RTP..

SR 3.3.1.1.17 Calibrate flow reference transmitters. months |

SR 3.3.1.1.18 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded. -

.

2. For Functions 3. 4 and 5 in Table'

3.3.1.1-1. the channel sensors are
excluded.

'

3. For Function 6. "n" equals 4 channels.'

for the purmse of determining the-

STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency.
.

-

_____.........___ ._____....__......____.

Verify the RPS RESPONSE TIME is within hmonthsona | |
- limits. STAGGERED TEST l

BASIS

|-

|

+
.

.

-
.
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1

!

! SRM Instrumentation |

3.3.1.2

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
''

,) SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' ' ' "

SR 3.3.1.2.4 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be met with less than or

| equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies in

,

the associated core quadrant.
_________________________________________

Verify count rate is: 12 hours
i

during CORE
a. 2 3.0 cps, or ALTERATIONS

b. 2 0.7 cps with a signal to noise MQ
ratio 2 2:1.

24 hours

SR 3.3.1.2.5 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until
12 hours after IRMs on Range 2 or below.

|
*

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days -|,

!

. SR 3.3.1.2.6 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.

2. Not required to be performed until
12 hours after IRMs on Range 2 or
below.

_________________________________________

Perform CHANiiEL CALIBRATION. months |

,

. .
.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-13 Amendment No. 69



,

Control Rod Block Instrumentation )

3.3.2.1

~

SURVElliLXNCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
' '

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !
<

1
-

,

SR 3.3.2.1.4 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until I hour
after THERMAL POWER is s 20% RTP in
MODE 1..

_________________________________________

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days |
l

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Calibrate the low power setpoint trip 92 days
units. The Allowable Value shall be
> 20% RTP and s 35% RTP.

SR 3.3.2.1.6 Verify the RWL high power. Function is not 92 days
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is > 70% RTP.

SR 3.3.2.1.'7 PefformCHANNELCALIBRATION. 184 days
'

I
|
I^ SR 3.3.2.1.8 ------------------NOTE-------------------

Not required to be performed until I hour
after reactor mode switch is in the
shutdown position.
_________________________________________

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. months |'

|.

(continued) l
-

1
1

.

-
.

|
|
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1
i

PAM Instrumentation i

3.3.3.1

'''

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
- , .l SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

. ,.

SR 3.3.3.1.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Applicable for each Function in Table
3.3.3.1-1 except Function 10.

. -----------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 31 days

SR 3.3.3.1.2 ------------------NOTE------------------- |

Only applicable for Function 10 in Table
3.3.3.1-1.
-----------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

|

SR 3.3.3.1.3 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Applicable for each Function in Table
3.3.3.1-1 except Function 10.

.
,

- - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months (

= = - -_

.

'
.

.

.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-22 Amendment No. 69



Remote Shutdown System
3.3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
~~

. ..s((j ' 'l SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' *

.

SR 3.3.3.2.2 Verify each required control circuit and months
transfer switch is capable of performing

,

the intended functions.
*

-.

SR 3.3.3.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each months
required instrumentation channel, except
valve position instrumentation.

.

.
. .

. , . .
*

,,

.

.

4

,

.

. .
.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-25 Amendment No. 69
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T.

EOC-RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4.1

~'

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)

M; i

} SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' '

-

SR 3.3.4.1.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The months
Allowable Values shall be:

a. TSV Closure: s 7% closed; and.

b. TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011
Pressure-Low: 2 465 psig.

.

SR 3.3.4.1.3 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, months [
including breaker actuation.

SR 3.3.4.1.4 Verify TSV Closure and TCV Fast Closure, months
Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions are not
bypassed when THERHAL POWER is 2 40% RTP.

i

. . . . .

--~ . . .. .

SR 3.3.4.1.5 ------------------NOTE------------------
'

1
'-d Breaker arc suppression time may be

| assumed from the most recent performance
of SR 3.3.4.1.6.'

Q,
_____________________ ___________________

Verify the EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME hmonthsona [
is within limits. STAGGERED TEST

BASIS
,

h
SS 3.3.4.1.6 Determine RPT breaker arc suppression hnths '(time. ~

,

,

'

.
,

. . ,
,

.
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4.2

.[' SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)

nth
~' ' ^

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY- '-

SR 3.3.4.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

.

SR 3.3.4.2.3 Calibrate the trip unit. 92 days

__ ,

SR 3.3.4.2.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The months j
Allowable Values shall be: .

,

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,
level 2: 2 127.6 inches; and

b. Reactor Vessel Pressure--High:
s 1098 psig. .

SR 3.3.4.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, months ]. .,
'

i including breaker actuation.

.

1
.

? ..

'
,

.

4 F
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l
ECCS Instrumentation.

3.3.5.1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

k'3,: -------------------------------NOTES------------------------....--______,. .---
1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ECCS

'

Function. "
I2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of ire uired Surveillances, ent into associated Conditions and Required |

.

ions may be delayed as f lows: (a) for up to 6 hours for
Functions 3.c. 3.f. 3.g. and 3.h: and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions |.

jother than 3.c. 3.f. 3. , and 3.h. rovided the associated Function or the iredundant Function main ains ECCS 1 itiation ca______________________..... __________________. __pability. i

)_________________. ________

\
-

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|
SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

'

1

SR 3.3.5.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
,

*
., . .

SR 3.3.5.l.3 Calibrate the trip unit. ''
92 days' '

)

!. SR 3.3.5.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days 1

SR 3.3.5.1.5 ' Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months -|

'

SR 3.3.5.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCT.IONAL. TEST. , months" .|

|
SR 3.3.5.1.7 Perfonn CHANNEL CALIBRATION 6 months (

-..

4

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-38 Amen'dment No. 59, 77



ECCS Instrtrnentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 3 of 5)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrunentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REFERENCED

_ OTHER REQUIRED FROM
jSPECIFIED CHANNELS PER REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE
]

2. LP B and LPCI C

(continued)
l
i

e. LPCI Purp 8 1,2,3, 1 per pw p E $R 3.3.5.1.1 = 1450 spnand LPCI Punp C SR 3.3.5.1.2D1scharge 4(a) 5(*) q, SR 3.3.5.1.3Flow-Low iSR 3.3.5.1.5 i(8ypass)
SM 3.3.5.1.6 l

f. Manual Initiation 1,2,3, 1 C SR 3.3.5.1.6 NA
.

4(*),5(*) i

3. High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS) System

|a. Reactor Vessel 1,2,3, 4(') 8 SR 3.3.5.1.1 = 127.6 inchesWater Level- Low SR 3.3.5.1.2Low, Level 2 4(a) 5(*) i
, SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.5 .

SR 3.3.5.1.6
!b. Drywell 1,2,3 4(') 8 SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig !Pressure - H f gh SR 3.3.5.1.2 i

SR 3.3.5.1.3 '

SR 3.3.5.1.5
SR 3.3.5.1.6

c. Reactor vessel 1,2,3, 4 8 SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 221.7 inchesWater SR 3.3.5.1.2 j
Level - High, 4(*),5(a) i

SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5 I'Level 8

SR 3.3.5.1.6
;d. Condensate 1,2,3, 2 D SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 59,700 gallonsStorage Tank SR 3.3.5.1.2Level - Low 4(c) 5('), SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.5 !
SR 3.3.5.1.6

, 3e. Suppression Pool 1,2,3 2 D SR 3.3.5.1.1 5 18 ft 6 inches 'Water Level-High SR 3.3.5.1.2 -

{
SR 3.3.5.1.

iSR 3.3.5.1
| f

SR 3.3.5.1.6 I

l

(continued)

(a) When associated subsyst m(s) are required to be OPERABLE.

(c) When MPCS is OPERA 8LE for compliance with LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown " and aligned to the condensate
storage tank while tank water level is not within the limits of SR 3 '.2.2.

(e) Also required to initiate the associated diesel generator.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-41 Amendment No. 85
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i
i
i

RCIC System Instrum:ntation !

3.3.5.2 |

|... . . .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 1.

\ . . d * ': *
,%v .._----_______----------------------NOTES---------------------------.----___-- i

1. Re'fer to Tabfe' 3.3.5.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RCIC i
Function. j

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of f-

. required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for Function 5; !-

and (b) for up to 6 h'urs for Functions 1, 2, 3, and 4 provided the ;

associated Function maintains RCIC initiation capability. |
___________________________________________________ __________________________

4

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
1
|'

SR 3.3.5.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
i

f

SR. 3.3.5.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days |
I

!.

* .. .

SR 3.3.5.2.3 Calibrate the trip unit. 92 days I. . , . ,
.

NY
_

'

'

. SR 3'.3.5.2.4 Perform CHANNEL.CALIBPATION. taontb |

SR 3.3.5.2.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months |
;.

!,

SR 3.3.5.2.6 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION 6 months ( !,

!

I
|

.

'

.
-

. . ., ,.

,

..

'

' PERRY - UNIT 1 3.?-46 Amendment No. 69
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i

RCIC System Instrumentation |
'

3.3.5.2

Table 3.3.5.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
,

, . Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Instrumentation

CONDITIONS
REQUIRED REFERENCED

CHANNELS PER FROM REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Reactor Vesset Water 4 8 SR 3.3.5.2.1 2 127.6 inches
Levet - Low Low, Level 2 SR 3.3.5.2.2

3
SR 3.3.5.2.3
SR 3.3.5.2.4
SR 3.3.5.2.5

2. Reactor vessel Water 4 C SR 3.3.5.2.1 s 221.7 inches !

Level - High, Level 8 SR 3.3.5.2.2
SR 3.3.5.2.3
SR 3.3.5.2.4 !
SR 3.3.5.2.5

3. Condensate Storage Tank 2 0 SR 3.3.5.2.1 2 59,700 gattons |Level - Low SR 3.3.5.2.2
SR 3.3.5.2.3
SR 3.3.5.2.4
SR 3.3.5.2.5

4 Suppression Pool Water 2 D SR 3.3.5.2.1 s 18 ft 6 inches
Level - H igh SR 3.3.5.2.2

SR 3.3.5.2.
SR 3.3.5.2 * b |
SR 3.3.5.2.5

5. Manuel Initiation 1 C SR 3.3.5.2.5 NA

.

e

I
t

i
t

I

!
I

i

)
!

i
1

|

l

J
J

PERRY - UNIT I 3.3-47 Amendment No. 69
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3.

-

Primary Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation
I

3.3.6.1 ]
.

,

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS..

,; - -
"

' JJ. NOTES----------------------------------__1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs aoply for each Function.
,

!

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
!

2.

required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function

!

i

. maintains isolation capability.
;

. ______________________________________________________________________________

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

J

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
!
!

SR 3.3.6.1.2 ----------------NOTE-------------------- )
"

For Function 1.e in Table 3.3.6.1-1, this
SR is applicable only to,the Division 3 j

and 4 instruments. )
'

_________________________________________ i

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
.

.. ,

>
.

.

Q)
.SR 3.3.6.1.3 Calibrate the trip unit. 92 days

.

!

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months I {

!SR 3.3.6.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIGNAL TEST. months (

SR 3.3.6.1.6 -------------110TE-----------------------
Channel sensors are excluded. Q'*:> I

Verify the ISOLA. TION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME @k
___________________________________.___

\

months on a ( ;
for the . main steam isolat. ion valves is - STAGGERED TESTwithin' limits. BASIS

. _ .

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-53 Amendment No. 69, 77, 79
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentatien
3.3.6.2

~~~

SURVEllt)NCE REQUIREMENTS
. ,

~; I- '

NOTES-----------------------_------------Q).
'

1. Refer to Tabl'e'3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RHR
Containment Spray System Function. -

"

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillancet entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayeo for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function.

maintains RHR containment spray initiation capability.
______________________________________________________________________________

.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIO.' x TEST. 92 days
.

SR 3.3.6.2.3 Cal.ibrate the trip. unit. '92 days.-

. -r., .

SR 3.3.6.2.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. s |
-

hY \/
SR- 3.3.6.2.5 Perforni LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. hmonths [

.

SR 3.3.6.2.6 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION 92 days ,|,,

,
- i

i.

!

i
- -

.

*

:.

- - - ... .

,

-
,

|

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-62 Amendment No. 69
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-

RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation,

3.3.6.2

Table 3.3.6.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation

CONDITIONS
REQUIRED REFERENCED
CHANNELS FROM
PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLEFUNCTION SYSTEM ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Drywell Pressure - High 2 B SR 3.3.6.2.1 s 1.88 psig
SR 3.3.6.2.2
SR 3.3.6.2.3
SR 3.3.6.2.4
SR 3.3.6.2.5

2. Containment Pressure - 1 C SR 3.3.6.2.1 s 8.71 psigHigh SR 3.3.6.2.2
SR 3.3.6.2.3
SR 3.3.6.2.4

iSR 3.3.6.2.5
{'

3. Reactor Vessel Water 2 B SR 3.3.6.2.1 a 14.3 inchesLevel- Low Low Low, SR 3.3.6.2.2
;Level 1 SR 3.3.6.2.3 iSR 3.3.6.2.4 ).

SR 3.3.6.2.5
4

4. System A and System B 1 C SR 3.3.6.2. (o a 10.25 minutes andTimers SR 3.3.6.2 s 11 A5 minutes [SR 3.3.6.2.5
5. System B Timer 1 C SR 3.3.6.2. (e a 32 seconds and

SR 3.3.6. s 38 seconds |SR 3.3.6.2.
6. ManualInitiation 1 C SR 3.3.6.2.5 NA

s'

|

;

PERRY - (NIT 1 3.3-63 Amndmnt tb. 93
.



SPMU System Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

~

. SURVEI't.[ANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

;_/). s. ..

y -------------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------_

1. Re'fer to Tabli 3.3.6.3-1 to determine which SRs apply for each SPMU
Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
. required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function.

maintains SPMU initiation capability.
________________ _____________________________________________________________

SURVEII. LANCE FREQUENCY

SR .3.3.6.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6.3.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.3.3 Calibrate the, trip unit. 92 days
.

i i

|

SR 3.3.6.3.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days
'

.

SR 3.3.6.3.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months |

SR 3.3.6.3.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months j

'

,

%

-
.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-66 Amendment No. 69



Relief and LLS Instrumentation
3.3.6.4 ,

. . ,. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;
-

|

' '

----$------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------'

| When a channel i's'placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
| required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions

|
| may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains

LLS or relief initiation capability, as applicable. !
------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

|
-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

|
3

SR 3.3.6.4.1 Perform CHANNFL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days'
|
|

SR 3.3.6.4.2 Calibrate the trip unit. 92 days

\
'

I
ISR 3.3.6.4.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The months [

Allowable Values shall be: |
|

a. Relief Function |.

;.

' ' '

Low: 1103 i 15 psig
Medium: 1113 i 15 psig
High: 1123 1 15.psig

- b. LLS Function

Low open: 1033 i 15 psig
close: 926 1 15 psig

Medium open: 1073 i 15 psig
close: 936 i 15 psig

High open: 1113 i 15 psig
close: 946 i 15 psig

*

,

SR 3.3.6.4.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months (
,

e r

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.3-69 Amendment No. 69
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CRER System Instrumentation
3.3.7.1

~~

..
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(j ) ' ' .1--_ l_...- . ----------------------NOTES------------------------------------

1. Refer to Tabte 3.3.7.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function*

maintains CRER initiation capability.
,

. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . - - -

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.7.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

|

SR 3.3.7.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.7.1.3 Calibrate the trip unit. 92 days
. .

<. . . .

- SR 3.3.7.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months |

.

SR 3.3.7.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months |

.

t
-

6

.

. . .
.

.
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LOP Instrumentation
3.3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
~

-
.

b. ), ----_2-------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------ - .

'

1. Refer to Table 3.3.8.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each LOP !

Function.. (
1

I
.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required '

' Actions may be delayed for up to 2 hours provided the associated Function
.

maintains DG initiation capability.
______________________________________________________.._______________________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.8.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours |
|

SR 3.3.8.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

SR 3.3.8.1.3 Pe.rform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. mon,ths [
> 1... .

.

I

SR 3.3.8.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months [

.

'
..

,

'
.

. . . ,
,
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LOP Instrumentation
3.3.8.1

Table 3.3.8.1'1 (page 1 of 1)
Loss of Power Instrunentation

sm= ara

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

PER SURVEILLANCE ALLOWA8LE'
~

FUNCil0N DIVISION REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. 4.16 kV Emergency Bus
Undervoltage

a. Loss of voltage -4.16 av 2/ bus SR 3.3.8.1.3 a 2859 V and 5 3161 V
basis SR 3.3.8.1.4

b. Loss of voltage - Time 2/ bus SR 3.3.8.1.3 1 2.85 seconds and
Delay SR 3.3.8.1.4 s 3.15 seconds

c. Degraded Voltage - 4.16 kV 2/ bus SR 3.3.8.1.1 a 3760 V and 5 3840 V
basis SR 3.3.8.1.2

SR 3.3.8.1.3 f 2 7c seend $
SR 3.3.8.1.4

d. Degraded Voltage - Time 2/ bus SR 3.3.8.1.3 : ' S ' u n rd : 5.5 !r nD |Delay, No LOCA SR 3.3.8.1.4 -

e. Degraded Voltage .- Time 2/ bus SR 3.3.8.1.3 ( )secondsand {Delay, LOCA SR 3.3.8.1.4 5 16.5 seconds

I

|

!

|
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring
|3.3.8.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

) SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY'' ' '

SR 3.3.8.2.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be performed prior to
entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4, when in'

MODE 4 for 2 24 hours.
,

_________________________________________

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

SR 3.3.8.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The months [
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Overvoltage

,Js A 5 132 V
Bus B s 132 V

1

b. Undervoltage

Bus A 2 108 V . .

I

Bus B 2 108.V ,

.

,

) c. Underfrequency (with time delay set%

to 5 4.0 seconds)
^

Bus A 2 57 Hz
Bus B 2 57 Hz

~

SR 3.3.8.2.3 Perform a system functional test, months |

|
'

,
,

,

. ,
,
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FCVs
3.4.2

- ,,

( ''; t3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM.(RCS)

3.4.2 ' Flow Control Valves (FCVs)

LC0 3.4.2 A recirculation loop FCV she:i la OPERABLE in each operating.

recirculation loop.
.

|

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separa'te Condition entry is allowed for each FCV.
__________________________________________________________-- ====_____________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two required A.1 , Lock up the FCV. 4 hours
FCVs inoperable. '

,
- ..

'
,.<

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
- associated Completion

Time not met.

.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

^

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify each FCV fails "as is" on loss of months |hydraulic pressure at the hydraulle unit.'

,

(continued)

.
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FCVs
3.4.2

.. . . ,

I ') ' > SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)-

%s
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

* '

SR 3.4.2.2 Verify average rate of each FCV movement months |
is:

.

a. s 11% of stroke per second for
opening; and

b. s 11% of stroke per second for
closing.

.

. .

.. .
-*

\

NJ

'
..

1

.
.

.
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S/RVs
3.4.4

- . . ,

( *

'l SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ,

' "

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.4.2 -------------------NOTE---------------------

Valve actuation may he excluded.
- ........----------- ...........- ,--------

|Verify each required relief function S/RV months
actuates on an actual or simulated
automatic initiation signal. .

]

|
I

SR 3.4.4.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

G---.---------------------------------------

Verify each required S/RV opens when onths on a |manually actuated. AGGERED TEST
BASIS for each-

.

valve solenoid
,

,
,,

k.-

.

f

|

l
i

!

}

|

)

I-

. . . . . .

)
i
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.7

.- , . . ,

" J) '/ SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS
'

*-

' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of required drywell 12 hours
atmospheric monitoring system.

,

|

|
,

SR 3.4.7.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of required 31 days i

leakage detection instrumentation. -

SR 3'.4.7.3 Perfor.i CHANNEL CALIBRATION of required months |
leakage detection instrumentation.

1

.
. .. .

i
-

. . ..

.

'
.

,

n

.

.
,
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.

i

ECCS-Operating -
,

<

3.5.1 !...- , . . , 1

1

> SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |
'

* "

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.5 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Vessel injection / spray may be excluded. ,

!
. .........___________.... ____________..__..

Verify each ECCS injection / spray subsystem Qg) months (actuates on an actual or simulated
automatic initiation signal. *

!SR - 3.5.1.6 -------------------NOTE--------------------
|Valve actuation may be excluded. -

______......____..___. ____________________ @
Verify the ADS actuates on an actual or hmonths (

.

simulated automatic initia' tion signal.,

.

.SR 3.5.1.7 -------------------NOTE-------------------- '
'

( Not required to be performed until 12 hours <

!

after reactor steam pressure and flow are-

adequate to perform the test.
, ...___.....___.............________________

Verify each ADS valve opens when manually months on a lactuated.
ERED TEST

BASIS for each .

valve solenoid

SR 3.5.1.8 ------------------NOTE------ 2--- r--------

.!!!S!.$."!E!!_"..!.')$_S b
Verify the ECCS RESPONSE TIME for each ECCS- months (injection / spray subsystem is within limits.

,

.
. .

>

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.5-5
'
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ECCS--Shutdown |

3.5.2 1

~ .; - ,

(;}*'iSURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS.(continued)
'

' ''
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each required ECCS pump develops the In accordance-

specified flow rate with the specified pump with the
differential pressure. Inservice-

Testing Program
PUMP

DIFFERENTIAL
SYSTEM FLOW RATE PRESSURE ,

.LPCS 2 6110 gpm 2 128 psid
LPCI 2 7100 gpm 2 24 psid
HPCS 2 6110 gpm 2 200 psid.

SR 3.5.2.6 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Vessel injection / spray may be excluded. |
.----______________________________________

Verify each required ECCS injection / spray months |
.

subsystem actuates on an actual or
,

..

simulated automatic initiation signal. '

(
,

.

.

*
.

,

.

. . .-
,

(
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!

{
i

RCIC System |
3.5.3

... , . . ,

( )' ' SORVEll. LANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

_

SR 3.5.3.1 Verify the RCIC System piping is filled 31 days I

with water from the pump discharge valve to
' the injection valve. ;

i

SR 3.5.3.2 Verify each RCIC System manual, power 31 days
operated, and automatic valve in the flow !
path, that is not locked, sealed, or

'

otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

_-

SR 3.5.3.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

,

_____________________,_____________________

ne *

t Verify, with RCIC steam supply pressure 92 days
- 2 920 psig and s 1045 psig, the RCIC pump

can develop a flow rate 2 700 gpm against a
_ system head t.orresponding to reactor

pressure.

SR 3.5.3.4 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test. |

, ___________________________________________

Verify, with RCIC steam supply pressure months |
2 150 psig and s 165 psig, the RCIC pump
can develop a flow rate 2 700 gpm against a
system head corresponding to reactor

,

pressure, ,

-
.

(continued)
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i

!

RCIC System
3.5.3 j

b-~ - .,
|.

'(7.{J fJRytIL'LANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

'

.

j

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
* ''

f

SR 3.5.3.5 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Vessel injection may be excluded.

- -------------------------------------------

|

'

Verify the RCIC System actuates on an months | f
actual or simulated automatic initiation
signal.

;
- , a-.

~
|
i

1

..

,. .
e.

'

)
'

|

1

.

> -

l*

(' ;
,

. . .
,

f
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i

Primary Containment Air Locks
3.6.1.2

1 * ,

l
l ) ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
* ''

SR 3.6.1.2.3 ------------------NOTE--------------------

Only required to be performed upon entry
or exit through the primary containment-

air lock.
-----------------------------------------

Verify only one door in the primary 184 days
|
' . containment air lock can be opened at a

time.

SR 3.6.1.2.4 Verify, from an. initial pressure of 1L months |
90 psig, the primary containment air
lock seal pneumatic system pressure does gq
not decay at a rate equivalent to
> 1.5 psig for a period of 24 hours.

|
r

,
,

1

1

1

l
3

| '

|

|

I,
.

! l

|1

| i
'

? -

,

1

i

)
i ;

'
1

|
!

* *
- |

\\

I
'

.

!

!
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,

PCIVs
3.6.1.3

- ,

' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

u

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
' ''

SR 3.6.1.3.5 Verify the isolatiran time of each power In accordance
operated and each automatic PCIV, except with the
MSIVs, is within limits. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.3.6 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.
_________________________________________

Perform leakage rate testing for each 184 days
primary containment purge valve with
resilient seals. AND |

Once within
92 days after

' opening.the.
.

valve
,

,
.

~

Verify the isolation time of each MSIV is In accordanceSR 3.6.1.3.7
2 2.5 seconds, and s 5 seconds. ' with the

Inservice
Testing Program

2

I

)
'

SR 3.6.1.3.8 Verify each automatic PCIV actuates to ont | |
the isolation position on an actual or i

simulated isolation signal. '
,

i

(continued) !

!
- -

.
,

1
I

!

1

|
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PCIVs

SLRVEll1#CE REQJIREENTS (caltinued)
,,

' '

} SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
*

SR 3.6.1.3.11 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2.

!
. and 3. '

2. Feedwater lines are excluded.
\.........___.....__ .....................
g
1

Verify combined leakage rate of 1 gpm In accordance
times the total number of PCIVs through with the ;
hydrostatically tested lines that Primary |

penetrate the primary containment is not Containment,

exceeded when these isolation valves are Leakage Rate
tested at 2 1.1 P,. Testing

Program

.
.

.. SR 3.6cl.3.12 ------------------NOTE--------------- ' '
'

~

, Only r quired to be met in MODES 1,
2, and 3.

4

- l.....__......__.......__..._....._______

|

Verify each outboard 42 inch primary months | |

containment purge valve is blocked to
restrict the valve from opening > 50*.

i

SR 3.6.1.3.13 ------------------NOTE------------------- i
1Not required to b'e' met when the: Backup !

i

Hydrogen Purge System isolation valves are l
open for pressure control, ALARA or air j
quality considerations for personnel

,

entry, or Surveillances or special testing
,

of the Backup hydrogen Purge System that
require the valites to' bs operi. ' -

.................................___ ...

Verify each 2 inch Backup Hyd_rogen Purge 31 days
System isolation valve is closed.

1
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)
|
|

LLS Valves
3.6.1.6

- -,

)' ' SdRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.6.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until

,

12 hours after reactor steam pressure
and flow are adequate to perform the
test.

{{___...._...._..._...___...___...___... __

Verify each LLS valve opens when manually months on a |
actuated. AGGERED TEST

BASIS for each
valve solenoid

SR 3.6.1.6.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Valve actuation may be excluded.
_____......__________________.. _________

Verify the LLS function of the six months |
safety / relief. valves actuates on an ,

..

actual or simulated automatic initiation i
signal, i

.

.

f

1

. .
_
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RHR Containment Spray System
3.6.1.7

-
,

,

>* ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
' "

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.7.1 ------------------NOTE--------------------

RHR containment spray subsystems may be
considered OPERABLE during alignment and
operation for decay heat removal when
below the RHR cut in permissive pressure
in MODE 3 if capable of being manually
realigned and not otherwise inoperable.
_________________________________________

Verify each RHR containment spray 31 days I
'subsystem manual, power operated, and

automatic valve in the flow path that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position is in the correct position.

|

SR 3.6.1.7.2 Verify each RHR pump develops a flow rate In accordance
of.;t 5250 gpm on recirculation flow with the I

through the associated heat exchangers to. Inservice I
,

the suppression pool. Testing Program'

' SR 3.6.1.7.3 Verify each RHR containment spray months |
subsystem automatic valve in the flow
path actuates to its correct position on
an actual or simulated automatic
initiation signal. .

SR 3.6.1.7.4 Verify each spray nozzle is. unobstructed. 10 years

.

.
.
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__ __ _-__ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ____.

Containment Vacuum Breakers
3.6.1.11

..

- . SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _

.

'..).
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY..~~

- -

SR 3.6.1.11.1 ------------------NOTES------------------

1. Not required to be met for vacuum
breakers open during Surveillances.

.

2. Not required to be met for vacuum
breakers open when performing their
intended function.

_________________________________________

Verify each vacuum breaker is closed. 24 hours

SR 3.6.1.11.2 Perform a functional test of each 31 days
required vacuum breaker and its
associated isolation valve.

SR 3.6.1.11.3 Ve'rify the opening pressure diffe'rential months |
of each required vacuum breaker is s 0.1,- '

psid, and the opening setpoint of the
vacuum breaker isolation valve is 2 0.052 ;

psid and s 0.160 psid.
-

1

.

'
.

.

. .
_

l
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- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _

|

|
*

SPMU System
3.6.2.4

.. ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.4.1 Verify upper containment pool water level 24 hours
is:

,

a. 2 22 ft 9 inches above the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) flange,

08

b. 2 22 ft 5 inches above the RPV
flange, and suppression pool water
level 2 17 ft 11.7 inches.

_

SR 3.6.2.4.2 Verify upper containment pool water 24 hours
temperature is s 110*F.

SR 3.6.2.4.3 Verify each SPMU subsystem manual, power. 31 days
operated, and automatic valve that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position is in the correct position.

.

SR 3.6''2.4.4 Verify 'all required upper containment 31 days.

pool gates are in the stored pur.ition or
are otherwise removed from the upper
containment pool.

SR 3.6.2.4.5 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Actual makeup to the suppression pool may
be excluded.
_________________________________________ ,

Verify each SPMU. subsystem automatic months |valve actuates to the correct position on
an actual or simulated automatic y
initiation signal.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.6-43 Amendment No. 69
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Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
3.6.3.1

~ . - -

,) '' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
..

L SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__

| SR 3.6.3.1.1 Perform'a system functional test for each (fhmonths |

l
~

primary containment hydrogen recombiner,!

(hh)

SR 3.6.3.1.2 Visually examine each primary containment months |hydrogen recombiner enclosure and verify
there is no evidence of abnormal
conditions.

SR 3.6.3.1.3 Perform a resistance to ground test for months [each heater phase.

I
'

. ..

. .
-- -

!

.

|

1 -

|
|

r .

1

. . .
_

t
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Igniters
3.6.3.2

-- . . .

()''' ACTIONS (continued)
'

CONDITI6N REQUIRED ACTION COMDLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
. associated Completion
Time not met.-

,-

SilRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR.-3.6.3.2.1 Energize each primary containment and 184 days
drywell hydrogen igniter division and
perform current versus voltage
measurements to verify required igniters
in service. .

|*
.

.

SR 3.6.3.2.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until

- 92 days after discovery of four or more
igniters in the division inoperable.
_________________________________________

Energize each primary containment and 92 days
drywell hydrogen igniter division and
perform current versus voltage
measurements to verify required igniters
in service.

1

SR 3. 6.3.2.3 Verify each required igniter in months |inaccessible areas develops sufficient
current draw for a 2 1700*F surface
temperature.

, ,
,

,

(continued)
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i

Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Igniters
3.6.3.2

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -(continued)
"'

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

. -

;

SR 3.6.3.2.4 Verify each required igniter in months | j'^

accessible areas develops a surface
temperature of a 1700*F.,

'
,

1

i

|
'

.

| |

|

.

. . >

-. t

.

.

.

.

> .

.

.
.

f
\
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'

Combustible Gas Mixing System
3.6.3.3

- ..

' ,.[) ! SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.3.1 Operate each combustible gas mixing 92 days
subsystem for 2 15 minutes.

,,

SR 3.6.3.3.2 Verify each combustible gas mixing months |
subsystem flow rate is 2 500 scfm.

0
_- =

|

|

:

.

|

|
- .

,. .
-.

.

..

I
.

.

,

.

-
.
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AEGT System
3.6.4.3

. ,
,

i* t SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

1

SR 3.6.4.3.1 Operate each AEGT subsystem for 31 days-

2 10 continuous hours with heaters
operating.'

1

SR 3.6.4.3.2 Perform required AEGT. filter testing in In accordance I

accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP 1
Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each AEGT subsystem actuates on an months |
actual or simulated initiation signal.

1

. .

. ,

.
,

e

' ..

.

'

.

-
.
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1

|

Drywell isolation Valves !

3.6.5.3

[ SURVEILi.ANCE REQUIREMENTS
''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
. -

SR 3.6.5.3.1 Verify each 24 inch and 36 inch drywell 31 days |purge supply and exhaust isolation valve
is sealed closed.,

SR 3.6.5.3.2 Deleted.

|

SR 3.6.5.3.3 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Valves and blind flanges in high

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for drywell
isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls.

.........................................

Verify each drywell isolation manual ' Prior to
valve and blind flange that is required entering MODE 2
to be closed during accident conditions or 3 from
is closed.

- MODE 4. if not.

performed in
the previous
92 days

*
.

SR 3.6.5.3.4 . Verify the isolation time of each power In accordance
operated and each automatic drywell with tbe
isolation valve is within limits. Inservice',

Testing
Program

SR 3.6.5.3.5 Verify each automatic drywell isolation months |valve actuates to the isolation position
on an actual or simulated isolation
signal.

_ _
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1

)

Drywell Vacuum Relief System
3.6.5.6

.. ,,

7 5 ACTIONS' (continued)
'

CONDITI0'N' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

l

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours I
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, ellQ

*

8, or C not met.
D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.6.5.6.1 -----------------NOTES-------------------
1. Not required to be met.for drywell

vacuum breakers open during
Surveillances.

'

2. 'Not required to'be met for drywell
.

' '
" vacuum breakers open when performing ~
their intended function.,,

._____________________________________.___

Verify each drywell vacuum breaker and 7 days.

its associated isolation valve is closed.
4

'

SR 3.6.5.6.2 Perform a functional test of each drywell 31 days
vacuum breaker and its associated
isolation valve.

'
,

.

SR 3.6.5.6.3 Verify the opening pressure differential hmonths |of each drywell vacuum breaker is
s 0.5 psid, and the allowable value of -.

each associated isolation valve is
s 0.810 inches water gauge dp. ,

,
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ESW System-Oiv. I end 2
3.7.1

... . . ,

(-) ' 'N ACTIONS (continued)
'

CONDITI'Oh. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours-

associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND

-

not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

08
.

Both ESW Division 1-
and Division 2
subsystems inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

..
,

a. f SR 3.7.1.1 Verify each required Division 1 and 2 ESW 31 days 1''
'subsystem manual, power operated, and

automatic valve in the flow path servicing
, safety related systems or components, that

is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in the correct position.

,

.

SR 3.7.1.2 Verify each required Division 1 and 2 ESW months (subsystem actuates on an actual or
simulated initiation signal.

,
-.

,

-
,

e r
,
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1.

ESW System--Div. 3
3.7.2

.. . - ,

j' '; 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
2;

-3.7.2 Emergency' Service Water (ESW) System--Division 3
'

LCO 3.7.2 The Division 3 ESW subsystem shall be OPERABLE.-
_

.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

'

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRF.D ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

i A. 'ESW Division 3 A.1 Declare High Pressure Immediately
! subsystem inoperable. Core Spray System

inoperable.
'

,

1

-. .

- <. ,, .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

..

~

SR 3.7.2.1 Verify each required Division 3 ESW 31 days
subsystem' manual, power operated, and

~( automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related systems or components, that *

is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured >

in position, is in the correct position.
f

,

SR 3.7.2.2 Verify the Division 3 ESW subsystem months |actuates on an actual or simulated
initiation signal.

,

.

. .
.

i
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CRER System

.|3.7.3
ACTIONS (continued)

'
'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
< - r '

;
|,

|

E. Two CRER subsystems E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
inoperable during recently irradiated
movement of recently fuel assemblies in'

irradiated fuel the primary
assemblies in the containment and fuel'

primary containment or handling. building. >

fuel handling
building.or during eE
OPDRVs.

E.2 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend OPDRVs.

SURVEllIANCF REOUIREMFNTS
1

~

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1 Operate each CRER subsystem for 31 days *. . -
2 10 continuous hours with the heaters
operating.

*

'
>

|

SR 3.7.3.2 Perform required CRER filter testing in In accordance I
accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP {Testing Program (VFTP). i

.

SR 3,7.3.3 Verify each CRER subsystem actuates on an hmonths |actual or simulated initiation signal. 4
'

V |1
1

(continued),

!

.-
,,

|
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CRER System
3.7.3

-
, . .

'' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

f
' ' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.7.3.4 Verify leakage through the outside air months |
intake and exhaust dampers is within
limits.*

|
|

'

|
,

1

|
|

|

-
.

,. .

.'
'l

.

.

'

..

.

.

*W F
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Control Room HVAC System
3.7.4

KTIQ6--(continued)
-

' '

, CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Required Action and ------------NOTE-------------
. associated Completion LC0 3.0.3 is not applicable.
Time of Condition B -----------------------------

not met during.

movement of recently E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel recently irradiated
assemblies in the fuel assemblies in
primary containment or the primary
fuel handling containment and fuel

'

buildin
OPDRVs.g, or during handling building.

6N_Q

E.2 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend OPDRVs.

'

SURVETLL ANCF RF0llIRNMENTS
-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
s ,

- SR 3.7.4.1 Verify each control room HVAC subsystem has months |the capability to remove the assumed heat
load.

.

,
.

,

*

.

-
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:

Main Turbine Bypass System
3.7.6

... , . . ,
,

} > 3;.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

|. ,

3.7.6 Main Turbine Bypass System
'

LCO 3.7.6 The Main Turbine Bypass System shall be OPERABLE.-

,

|-

1

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP. 1

|
'

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Main Turbine Bypass A.1 Restore Main Turbine 2 hours
System inoperable. Bypass System to

OPERABLE status.
.

B. Required Action.and B.l . Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours- ,

associated. Completion to <.25% RTP.
'

- Time not met.
. <

N..)

. . .

SURVEILL NCE REQUIREMENTS'

SURVEILLANCE -FREQUENCY
-

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify one complete cycle of each main 31 days
' turbine bypass valve..

,

- -

..SR 3.7.6.2 Perform a system functional test.
. months [

'
.

SR 3.7.6.3 Verify the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE months
TIME is within l'imits.

,
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. ..

Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Exhaust System
3.7.9

SURVEli NCE REQUIREMENTSs.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
-

-

SR 3.7.9.1 Operate each FHB ventilation exhaust 31 days
subsystem for = 10 continuous hours with

. heaters operating.

SR 3.7.9.2 Perform FH8 ventilation exhaust filter In accordancetesting in accordance with the Ventilation with the VFTPFilter Testing Program (VFTP).

SR 3.7.9.3 Perform a system functional test. months |

SR 3.7.9.4 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 92 days
FHB ventilation exhaust radiation monitor
(noble gas)

'
'

..
,

.

/

.

.

_

~

,
.

,

. .
.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

i

ECCW System
3.7.10

- . . ,

''

! ) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.1 Verify each required ECCW subsystem manual, 31 days'

power operated, and automatic valve in the
flow path, that is not locked, sealed, or'

otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position or can be aligned to the
correct position.

SR 3.7.10.2 Verify each required ECCW automatic valve months J
servicing safety related equipment actuates
to the correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

_

'
.

.

.

.

'
.

.

-
-
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_

AC Sources--Operating
3.8.1

- -,

s ! ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.7 -------------------NOTE--------------------
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

-
___________________________________________

Verify each DG starts from standby 184 days
conditions and achieves:

a. For Division 1 and 2 DGs, voltage
2 3900 V and s 4400 V and frequency
2 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz in
s 10 seconds; and

b. For Division 3 DG:

1. Frequency 2 58.8 Hz in
5 10 seconds; and

2. Voltage 1 3900 V and s 4400 V and
frequency 2.58.8 Hz and 5 61.2 Hz

.

in s 13 seconds. .

. i

SR 3.8.1.8 ---------------NOTE------------------------
- This Surveillance shall not be performed in

MODE 1 or 2. However, credit may be taken
for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
___________________________________________

Verify manual transfer of unit power supply (ff) months |from the normal offsite circuit to the
alternate offsite circuit.

.

(continued)

1

. .
.
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

..
.

s. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
~~'; ,

SURVEILLANCE FRE00ENCY
-

SR 3.8.1.9 -----------------NOTES--------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2. However,.

credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

2. If performed with DG synchronized with
.

offsite power. it shall be performed
at a power factor s 0.9..

......................._..................

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than months |or equal to its associated single largest
post-accident load. Following load
rejection.-en ine speed is maintained less
than nominal lus 75% of the difference
between nomin 1 speed and the overspeed
trip setpoint. or 15% above nominal, )
whichever is les.s.

, .

.
1

SR 3.8.1.10 -----------------NOTE--------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in

- MODE 1 or 2. However.. credit may be taken
for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
...................__.............____.....

Verify each DG operating at a power factor @ months l.
s 0.9 does not trip and voltage is A
maintained s 4784 Y for Division 1 and 2 @
'DGs and s 5000 V for Division 3 DG during

~

and following a load rejection of a load -

= 5600 kW for Division 1 and 2 DGs and'

a 2600 kW for Division 3 DG.
<

i

'

(continued)
.

. .
.

4
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I

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

; - ,

,

) Y
S'URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)-

| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

:

SR 3.8.1.11 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

~

engine prelube period.~

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3.
However, credit may be taken for
unplanned event; that satisfy this SR.

___________________________________________

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of months |
offsite power signal: i

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses for
Divisions 1 and 2; and 1

c. .DG auto-starts.from standby condition
.. and :

,

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in s 10 seconds for
Division 1 and 2 DGs and

- s 13 seconds for Division 3,

2. . energizes auto-connected loads for
Divisions 1 and 2,

,

3. maintains steady state voltage
2 3900 V and 5 4400 V,

4. maintains steady state frequency
2 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and'

5. supplies permanently connected and
auto-connected loads for
2 5 minutes.

'
- (continued)'
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

..
,

, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
~

'

SR 3.8.1.12 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period.
,

,

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2. However.
credit may be taken for un)lanned
events the* satisfy this St.

....................__..............__.....

Verify on an actual or simulated Emergency months [Core Cooling System (ECCS) initiation
signal each DG auto-starts from standby
condition and:

a. In s 10 seconds for Divisions 1 and 2.
and s 13 seconds for Division 3 after
auto-start and during tests achieves
voltage = 3900 V and s 4400 V:

b. In s 10 seconds for Divisions 1 and 2.~
and s 13 seconds for Division 3 after''

auto-start and during tests, achieves
frequency a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz: and

~

c. Operates for a 5 minutes.

SR 3.8.1.13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NOTE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.

This Surveillance shall not be perfonned in
.

MODE 1. 2. or 3. However credit may be
-taken for unplanned events that satisfy

this SR. ,'

.................._____...................

Verify each DG's automatic trips are @ months |
bypassed on an actual or simulated ECCS.
initiation signal except:

a. Engine overspeed: and -
' '

b. Generator differential current.

(continued)
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AC Sources--Operating
3.8.1

-
,

; ) ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
,

' ''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.14 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. Momentary transients outside the load

i
- and power factor ranges do not |

invalidate this test.

2. This Survoillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2. However,
credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

___________________________________________

Verify each DG operating at a power factor months |s 0.9 operates for 2 24 hours: |
I

a. For 2 2 hours loaded 2 6800 kW and |
s 7000 kW for Division.1 and 2 DGs, |
and 2 2860 kW for Division 3 DG; and !

!b. For the remaining hours of the test i,

loaded 2 5600 kW and s 7000 kW for
'

Division 1 and 2 DGs, and 2 2600 kW '

for Division 3 DG.

1
-

(continued) )
l
I

.

s
.

t

|

. .
_

|

|
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AC Sources--Operating
3.8.1

~ -,

'. .)' '' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
''

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__

SR 3.8.-l.15 ------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall be performed

- within 5 minutes of shutting down the
DG after the DG has operated 2 1 hour
loaded 2 5600 kW and s 7000 kW for
Division 1 and 2 DGs, and 2 2600 kW
for Division 3 DG.

Momentary transients outside of the
load range do not invalidate this
test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

___________________________________________

i

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in (j) months |
s 10 seconds for Divisions 1 and 2 and I
s 13. seconds for.Div.ision 3, voltage 2- |
2 3900 V and s 4400 V and frequency i.

1 58:8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz. i-

- SR 3.8.1.16 -------------------NOTE--------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. However, credit may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy
this SR.
___________________________________________

Verify each DG:

a. Synchronir with offsite power source months -|
'

while lor:ed with emergency loads upon
a simulat.d testoration of offsite
power:

b. Transfers loads to offsite power
source; and

. .
_

c. Returns to ready-to-load operation.

(continued)
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AC Sources--Operating j

3.8.1 |
- -,

,

!

I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |. ' ~ '
j,,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY .

! SR 3.8.1.17 -------------------NOTE-------------------
! 'This Surveillance shall not be performed in

MODE 1, 2, or 3. However, credit may be-

taken for unplanned events thi.t satisfy
this SR.
___________________________________________

Verify, with a DG operating in test mode months |
| and connected to its bus, an actual or

,

| simulated ECCS initiation signal overrides !
the test mode by: 1

I

1

a. Returning DG to ready-to-load
operation; and

b. Automatically energizing the emergency
loads from offsite power.

. , , .
*

sSR 3.8.I'.18 ------------------NOTE----------------- '

This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. However, credit may be |
taken for unplanned events that satisfy !

- this SR.
__________________________________________

| Verify for Division 1 and 2 DGs, the ([) months |'

sequence time is within i 10% of design for
,

each load sequence timer.

(continued),

|

e

1
l

-
-

1

i
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,

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

.. ,

( ./ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

"

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

|
|

SR 3.8.1.19 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period. )
-

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3.i

I However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

.___________________________________________

Verify, on an actual or simulated loss of months | |
offsite power signal in conjunction with an i
actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:

|
a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses for
| Divisions 1 and 2; and

'DG auto-starts 'from standby conditionc.
"and: ~-

,L. |

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in s 10 seconds for ;

. Divisions 1 and 2 and s 13 seconds i
for Division 3,

| ?. energizes auto-connected emergency
l loads (for Division 3, verify
| energization in s 13 seconds), *

|

| 3. achieves steady state voltage
1 2 3900 V and s 4400 V,

,
-

4. achieves steady state frequency
2 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected and ,

auto-connected emergency loads for
2 5 minutes.

-
.

(continued)
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,

DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

i
- ,

'/'' URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

f
..

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
1

'

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is ;t 129 V 7 days I

on float charge. l
,

|

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at battery 92 days I

terminals and connectors.

9B
'

Verify battery connection resistance is

s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-cell connections,
s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-rack connections,
s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-tier connections,
s 5.0 E-5 ohm for terminal ' connections; I

for Div 1 and Div 2

and -

f 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-cell connections,. .
'

,

,' s 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-rack connections,
s 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-tier connections,

s 1.0 E-4 ohm for terminal connections.
for Div 3.

,

SR 3.8.4.3 Vf,rify battery cells, cell plates, and months |
racks show no visual indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration.

Sk3.8.4.4 Remove visible corrosion, and verify months 'l
~

battery cell to cell and terminal
connections are coated with anti-corrosion
material.

1

-
- (continued)~ !

!
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DC Soure.es-Operating
3.8.4

- . . .

' SORVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)! '
''

! SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

| SR 3.8.4.5 Verify battery connection resistance is hmonths [

s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-cell connections, h
|

s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-rack connections,
|

s 5.0 E-5 ohm for inter-tier connections,
s 5.0 E-5 ohm for terminal connections;I

for Div 1 and Div 2
.

l

! and i

s 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-cell connections, '

s 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-rack connections,
.

s 1.0 E-4 ohm for inter-tier connections, i
1

s 1.0 E-4 ohm for terminal connectionsi

| for Div 3.

|

SR 3.8.4.6 Verify each required Division 1 and 2 kmonths [
battery charger supplies 2 400 amps at

_
2 125 V for 2 8 hours; and each required h ,

,

|
Division 3 battery charger supplies

. '

,

| 2 50 amps at 2 125 V for 2 8 hours.'

|
-

SR 3.8.4.7 -------------------NOTE--------------------
SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in lieu of
SR 3.8.A.7 once per onths.

.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to @ months (
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status, A
the required emergency loads for the design @',

,

|
'

duty cycle when subjected to a' battery
service test. j

|
'

'

(continued)

. ..
.

1

1
1
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.._

SR 3.8.4.8 _ Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the |manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test. AND

------NOTE-----
Only applicable
when battery
shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of expected
life.
---------------

18 months
-_=

|
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_

7
4 ,

B

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

boron precipitation occurred. The 31 day Freguency of this
Surveillance is appropriate because of the relatively slow
variation of boron concentration between surveillances.

"

SR 3.1.7.7 '

Demonstrating each SLC System pump develops a flow rate
2 32.4 gpm at a discharge pressure a 1220 asig ensures that
pump performance has not degraded during tie fuel cycle.
This minimum pump flow rate requirement ensures that, when
combined with the borax-boric acid solution concentration
requirements, the rate of negative reactivity insertion from
the SLC System will adequately compensate for the positive
reactivity effects encountered during power reduction,
cooldown of the moderator, and xenon decay. This test
confirms one point on the pump design curve, and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this Surveillance is
in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.1.7.8 and SR 3.1.7.9
'

These Surveillances ensure that there is a functioning flow
,

path from the boron solution storage tank to the RPV.
including the firing of an explosive valve. The replacement !

charge for the ex)1osive valve shall be from the same
manufactured batc1 as the one fired or from another batch
that has been certified by having one of that batch
successfully fired. The pump and explosive valve tested

|

,

should be alt ated such that both complete flow paths are #O4
;

tested every months, at alternatingQgmonth intervals. | !
The Surveillance may be performed in separate ste)s to !
prevent injecting boron irto the RPV. An accepta)1e method ;
for verifying flcw from the pump to the RPV is to aump {demineralized water from a test t k through one S_C

OS4
:subsystem and into the RPV. The nth Frequency is based |
'

on the need to perform this Survel ance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance was
performed with the reactor at power. Gpcreting experienj;pg) |

(continued)
.

i

-
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St.C System |
B 3.1.7

BASES

h"d
SURVEllt.ANCE SR 3.1.7.8 and SR 3.1.7.9 (continued)

'

_ REQUIREMENTS-

[ test W p^rf0-d :t the le :::enth fr ?31 y; ther;; crc-
h: d = th::: 00 pener,ts asaslly ps;3 ;;,, L,w;;,,, ,

ucr,c
the Fr

Q112y1.ity:t:;r.dp;ir,t.- cy e::: cc ciuded te bc :: epfc3

Demonstrating that all heat traced piping between the boron
.

solution storage tank and the suction inlet to the injection
pumas is unblocked ensures that there is a functioning flow
pati for injecting the boron solution. An acce) table method !for verifying that the suction 31 ping is unblocced is to
pump from the storage tank to t1e test tank and then .

!draining and flushing the pipe with demineralized water. The
test may be performed b'y any series of. sequential.
overlanoino or total f 'ow oith steps such that the entire

@'sincethereisalowprobabi
.

;fiow p~ath is included, ihe nth Frequency is acceptable I-

ty that the subject piping
will be blocked due to precipitation of the boron from
solution in the heat traced piping. This is especially true
in light of the daily. temperature verification of this )'

piping recuired by SR 3.1.7.3. Fe'ever. if. in performing
;

SR 3.1.7.0, it is determined that the temperature of this !

1

(. piping has fallen below the specified minimum. SR 3.1.7.9
!

must be performed once within 24 hours after the piping-v
temperature is restored to a: 70 F.

REFERENCES- 1. 10 CFR 50.62.
'

2. USAR. Section 9.3.5.3.
_

~.

%eZhMbO U G 1s b^SN N o fb EffMi O
a - sis +e a a q e us % n u ] e * %y

-

-

% v~-
,
.

!

j

I
'

'

q..
J
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
: B 3.1.8

BASES

{
!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.3 (continued)
1

REQUIREMENTS

bounding leakage case evaluated in the accident analysis
-

Similarly, after receipt of a simulated or actual scram .
reset signal, the opening of the SDV vent and drain valves
is verified. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in.
LCO 3.3.1.1 and the cram time testing of control rods in
LC0 3.1.3. " Control Rod OPERABILITY." overlap thisSurveillance to provid omplete testing of the assumedsafety function. The month Frequency is based on the |need to perform this urveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with

.

the reactor at power. j
f +ce:pe,o,cne;-u;u;;;y p;;; ycr; ting gger;cacc ha chcr. Inc;mr r J : su7y;;,,;ne: 2:n pcrfc,med atwm mm+ s cr_. .mmm, . +se-erm-m +sm e-me. .mmm, .., e e
Qv. .m . us.u'"1CiJn L;'2nZiiC.m'i.n. m..r : ' : E..m . m.. o.'J':1 J..m'e' a..uem um ummvoum . m me m ...

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 4.6.1.1.2.4.2.5..

.' 2. 10 CFR 100.

3. NUREG-0803. " Generic Safety Evaluation Report
Regarding Integrity of BWR Scram System Piping."
August 1981.

- --

~

p ') ) p u M O M is bN *" of" Mf**'
4.,u:1 is unsnM wiM a. (fd 805 ,

%"- )p _

I

.

'
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RPS-Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

|
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7_ (continued)REQUIREMENTS

If overla) for a group of channels is not demonstrated(e.g. IRi/APRM overlap). the reason for the failure of the
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate
channel (s) declared inoperable. Only those ap3ropriate'

channel (s) that are required in the current MO)E or
condition should be declared inoperable.

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux
profiles measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP)
System. This establishes the relative local flux profile
for approariate representative input to the APRM System.
The 1000 iWD/T Frequency is based on operating experience
with LPRM sensitivity changes.

f
|

SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
s ecific setpoint methodology. The 92 day Frequency of
S 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analy is of
Reference 9.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this i
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
Survei' lance were oerformed with t 1e reactor at newn

("peratr0experienbc5:0 ch0= th:t thc;c 00=0nhnts usual'.'r
i 225: the Surveill:nce den perf0= d at the 13 = nth
U r~;eency.

(continued)

p% < Z4 Mv ~

'

#" N'5 *

, W rs co w s wn a %grQeg e.4_,

h" f's -

I
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.14
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated -

Thermal Power-High Function uses an electronic filter
circuit to generate a signal proportional to the core
THERMAL POWER from the APRM neutron flux signal. This
filter circuit is representative of the fuel heat transfer
dynamics that produce the relationship between the neutron
flux and the core THERMAL POWER. The filter time constant
is specified in the COLR and must be verified to ensure that
the channel is accurat reflecting the desired parameter.

4
The Frequency of '^ irun
andreliabilityoYthecomponents.s is based on engineering judgmentI

SR 3.3.1.L15

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic upon the receist of
either actual or simulated automatic trip signals. T1e
functional testin
Rod OPERABILITY."g of control rods, in LC0 3.1.3. " Control

and SDV vent and drain valves. in
LCO 3.1.8. " Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain
Valves." overlaps this Surveillance to
. testing of the assumed safety function. provide complete .

I

N The nth Frequency is based on the need to rform this
Surve lance under the conditions that apply duNng a plant |

outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power.
Opcr; ting cxpcricnc h;; chca, th;t thc;; cca.;cnent; u;ucilyp : the Dr"cilhnce den perfo=cd ct th 13 m nth
rcquency.

SR 3.3.1.1.16

This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop
Valve Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trip
011 Pressure-Low Functions will not be inadvertently
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is = 40% RTP. This involves
calibration of the bypass channels. Adequate margins for
the instrument setpoint methodology are incorporated into
the actual setpoint. Because main turbine bypass flow can
affect this setpoint nonconservatively (THERMAL POWER is
derived from turbine first stage pressure). the main turbine
bypass valves must remain closed at THERMAL POWER = 40% RTP
to ensure that the calibration remains valid.

'

(continued)

. PERRY - UNIT 1 - B 3.3-30 Revision No. I
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.16 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

If any bypass channel setpoint ifnonconservative (i.e.. the
Functions are bypassed at a: 40% RTP. either due to open main
turbine bypass valve (s) or other reasons). then the affected
Turbine Stop Valve Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast
Closure. Trip 011 Pressure-Low Functions are considered
inoperable. Alternatively. the byaass channel can be placed
in the conservative condition (nonaypass). If placed in the
nonbypass condition, this SR is met and the channel is

considered OPERABLE. 4
The Frequency of - months is based on engineering judgment '[and reliability or the components.

,

SR 3.3.1.1.18

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance
criteria are included in Reference 10.

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE
TIME testing because the principles of detector operation
virtually ensure an instantaneous res]onse time. In
addition, for Functions 3, 4 and 5. t1e associated sensors

|are not required to be response time tested. For these |
Functions, response time testing for the remaining channel ;
components is required. This allowance is supported by |
Reference 11.

p
RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an onth |STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 2 requires STAGG ED TEST BASIS
Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip
system in lieu of the 8 channels specified in Table
3.3.1.1-1 for the MSIV-Closure Function. This Frequency is
based on the logic interrelationships of the various '

channels re
Therefore, quired to produce an RPS scram signal. @staggered testing results n res)onse time
verification of these devices every mont1s. This |Frequency is consistent with the ty 1 industry refueling
cycle and is based upon plant operating experience. which
shows that random failures of instrumentation components
causing serious time degradation, but not channel failure,
are infrequent.

(continued) .
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

R LANCE - SR 3.3.1.2.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
- associated channel will function properly. The 31 day

,

Frequency is based on operating experience and on other )
Surveillances (such as CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper

,

-

'

functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
'

|

The Note to the Surveillance allows the Surveillance to bedelayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability. The SR must be >erformed in MODE 2'within
12 hours of entering MODE 2 witi IRMs on Range 2 or below.

-

The allowance to enter the Applicability with the 31 day
'

Frequency not met is reasonable, based on the limited time
of 12 hours allowed after entering the Applicability and the

-

inability to perform the Surveillance while at higher power
levels. Although the Surveillance could be performed while
on IRM Range 3. the plant would not be expected to maintain
steady state operation at this power level. In this event.
the 12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being
othemise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e. satisfactorily
performing the CHANNEL-CHECK) and the time requir,ed toperform the Surveillances.

. . .s..- -*
. .

.

,

v SR 3.3.1.2.6
,

.

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the-

performance of ~the SRM detectors and' associated circuitry. |
The Frequency considers the plant conditions required to |

perform the test, the ease of performing the test, and the
likelihood of a change in the system or component status.,

The neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL -

CALIBRATION because they cannot readily be adjusted. The
- detectors are fission chambers that are designed to have a

relatively constant sensitivity over the ran
~accuracy specified for a fixed useful life._ge, and with an

.

"

,

The Note to the Surveillance all'ows t e Surveillance to be
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability. The SR must be )erformed 1n MCDE 2 within.

12 hours of entering MODE 2 witvIRMs on R,ange 2 low.
-

The allowance to enter the A>plicability with the |wnm
Frequency not met is.reasona>1e, based.on,the lim . time.'
of 12' hours allowed after entering the Applicability and the

'(' continued)
~
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3,3.2.1

BASES

p
t i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

alaced in the nonbypassed condition, the SR is met and the
RWL would not be considered inoperable. Because main
turbine bypass steam flow can affect the HPSP
nonconservatively for the RWL. the RWL is considered
inoperable with any main turbine bypass valve open The
Freguency of 92 days is based on the setpoint methodology
utilized for these channels.

SR 3.3.2.1.7

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. -This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessaryrange and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint imethodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

S.R 3.3.2.1.8

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch-
Shutdown Position Function is performed by attempting to
withdraw any control rod with the reactor mode switch in the
shutdown position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads. or mon le
links. This allows: entry into H00ES 3 and 4 if the 4 th |Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. ,

2 I

N The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this | |

-

Surveillance'under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential.for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the r.-

. ,....... .. _ ... _ . ... - - - ...- eactor at :m er.. . . . . . . . . . . ' . .
T.'~'-' .".'. ".1. T. T. .C. . ..' 1'."..'~I."," ~. '.,."'. ".."~'a '"I"!J H".'.~~.". r.". K. 2.'. 'il, ". '"

- - - - - .

.. . . ~ . ---
. . . , ~ . ~ .

.

'Tht '44 Me*4 by"^" ''5 W h %iw (continued)

q u mm u ana{4 p 9 res p p%9:
'"
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PAM Instrumentation
BASES

... .. ,

'e' '-) ' ' SUfiVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS "

The Frequency of 31 days is based u)on alant operating
experience with regard to channel 0) ERA3ILITY and drift.
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel ofa given function in any 31 day interval is rare. The
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more. frequent,.

checks of channels during normal operational use of those
displays associated with the required channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.3.1.2 and SR 3.3.3.1.3

For all Functions except the Primary Containment and D
Hydrogen Concentration Analyze d Monitor a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION is performed every monins, or approximatel Iat every refueling. CHANNEL BRATION is a complete ch ck
of the instrument loop including the sensor. The test
verifies that the channel responds to the measured parameter
with the necessary range and accuracy. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the Penetration Flow Path. PCIV Position
consists of the Position' Indicator Test (PIT), which is
conducted in accordance with the ASME inservice inspection (

and testing pr.ogram. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for primary
Containment /Drywell' Area Gross Gamma Radiation Monitors
shall consist of an electronic calibration of the channel. ^

-

not including the detector, for range decades above 10 R/hr( .

'/ and a one point calibration check of'the detector below
10 R/hr with an installed or portable gamma source. The
Frequency is based on operating experience and consistency.

with the typical industry refueling cycles.

For ths Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen
Concentration Analyzer and Monitor the CHANNEL CALIBRATION

|
1s performed every 92 days. This calibration is perfonned
using sample gas containing:

a. One volume percent hydrogen.. balance nitrogen.
b. Four volume percent hydrogen;. balance ~ nitrogen.

,

,

This Frequency is based on operating experience.

-

. i
REFERENCES 1. R ulatory Guide 1.97. " Instrumentation for

Li ht-Water Cooled Nuclear Power . Plants to' Assess
P1 nt and Environs Conditions During and Following an.
Accident." Revision 2. December 1980.

'

2. USAR. Tible 7.1-4.

PERRY - UNIT 1 B 3.3-62 Revision No. 1



Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES
.

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.3.2.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown System
control circuit and transfer switch performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the remote
shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of
the equipment from the remote shutdown panel is not
necessary. The Surveillance can be satisfied by performance
of a continuity check. This will ensure that if the control
room becomes inaccessible, the plant can be placed and
maintained in MODE 3 from the remote shutdown panel and the
local control stations. However., this Surveillance is not

_ required to be performed only during a )lant outage.
,

& crcting experience dcmenstrc c that ;cactc Shutdc-r.cEcte centrcl circuit and transfer = itches usually pass
theSurvei' lance @enperfe"~2datthe18mcnthFrcquency.

SR 3.3.3.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies the channel responds
to measured parameter values with the necessary range and
accuracy. Valve position Functions are excluded since
channel performance is adequately determined during
performance of other valve Surveillances.

24
The nth Frequenc

isbasedugonoperatingexyerienceand s consistent wit ica industry refue ing cycle.
~

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 19. I
1

h 74 M4dA& s s. q i s b M e 4 %
wh 4<-& wi% fetL^Ape.a m

nasq re g P .

. . ,
-

t- t

.
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;;
. E0C-RPT Instrumentation;

B 3.3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1.3
REQUIREMEHTS

-

- -

(continued) The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The sincluded as a )ystem functional test of the pump breakers isart of this test, overlapping the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIOML TEST, to provide complete testing of the
associated safety function. Therefore. if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel (s)
would also be inoperable.

ft .

ThehmonthFrequencyisbasedontheneedtoperformthis i
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with tw reactor at power.

fr T .".- ".:M. . V. t..'~u.~".':.".'.L~"."r"". ,. .''. ~..~~'s'T. 'n. ~' ~'.a."..."m".".' ' ' ""''9.

~ . . . ... . . o .e._._.

L''"""~' [.
-

A (vu M

Cvtau @g w i# m isbnelcmop4emosA4 wA A45jpr]
l - ew4a ,

SR 3.3.4.1.4 t refvd9 c51 t - Id
1

I
This SR ensures that an E0C-RPT initiated from the TSV'
Closure and TCV Fast Closure. Trip 011 Pressure-Low -

Functions will not be inadvertently bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is = 40% RTP. This involves calibration of the bypass
channels. Adequate margins for the instrument setpoint
methodologies are incorporated into the actual setpoint.
Because main turbine by) ass flow can affect this setpoint
nonconservatively (THER4AL POWER is derived from first stage
pressure), the main turbine bypass valves must remain closed
at THERMAL POWER = 40% RTP to ensure that the calibration
remains valid. If any bypass channel's setpoint is
nonconservative (i.e., the Functions are b assed at
= 40% RTP either due to open main turbine ss valves or
other reasons), the affected TSV Closure an TCV Fast ;.~

Closure. Trip 011 Pressure-Low Functions are considered 1

inoperable. Alternatively, the by) ass channel can be placed
in the conservative condition (non)ypass). If
nonbypass condition, this SR is met and _the%placed in the-

is a.ec,7 .se_ enee if hu beeh
-

considered LE. 4

The Frequency of ths hown that channel bypass .|failures between successive ests are rare.

(continued)-

.. -
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.

EOC-RPT Instrugegion
BASES 1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)-

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are
._

less than or equal to the maximum values ' assumed in theaccident analysis.
criteria are included in Reference 5.The EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance

A Note to the Survei?. lance states that breaker arc suppression
time may be assumed from the most recent performance ofSR 3:3.4.1.6.
is short and does not appreciably change.This is allowed since the arc suppression time

a. 24-

E0C-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests' are conducted on e-46 monthSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. Each test shall include at le |

logic of one type of channel input, turbine control valve faste

closure or turbine ston valve closure, such2 t'both t
channel inputs are tested at least once perfrequency is based upon plant operating expe ence,hs. ypes ofmont The l

which showsthat random.. failures of instrumentation components that cause
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure, areinfrequent occurrences.

,m SR 3.3.4.1.6

This SR ensures that the RPT breaker arc suppression time is
ovided to the E0C-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME test.The

nth Frequency of the testing is based on'the difficulty of Iaerforminareakers.g the test and th4 reliability of the circuit
_.

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 7.6.1.6.

2. USAR. Section 5.2.2.
l

3.
USAR. Sections 15.1.1.15.1.2. and 15.1.3.

(continued)

.

n . .
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2 l

|

['i BASES

CJ
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.4
REQUIREMENTS - -

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the. channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.2.5

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers,
included as part of this Surveillance, overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide conplete testing of the
assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating the associated instrument channe'.(s)D would be also inoperable.

_

ThehmonthFrequencyisbasedontheneedtoperformthis |
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if.the iSurveillance were oerformed with t ie reactor at oower

--[Operatingexperienceh: the'c.r. that thc 0 ccmacnent: usually
gass the Surveillance @en perfcrmed at the 13 mcnth .

-requency.

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 7.6.1.12.

2. NEDE-770-06-1 " Bases For Changes To Surveillance Test'

Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications."
February 1991.

- _

(% 14 A fregum n %d napa% wpm
_

-- M M uwsisled wl4 4.tplo f %dustvq refoehwg gek .
-

.p .
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1.

ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

m

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.3 (continued),

|_ .._ REQUIREMENTS <
'

Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. If the trip'

setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not
beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still

!within the requirements of the plant safety analyses. Under !these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
!equal to or more conservative than the setting accounted for i

in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 4.

ik3.31

SR 3.3.5.1.4 f ~ % R 3.3.5.1.5 -

|> 4- ^

! A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
-

.

loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channelresponds to the measured 3arameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANiEL CALIBRATION leaves ~the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between~ successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setp_oint
methodology.

C 5&S.I.S.h
The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.4 R 3.3.5.1.5 is based upon |~the assumption of the magnitt equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis. g

SR 3.3.5.1.6
]

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.1. LC0 3.5.2. LC0 3.8.1, and LC0 3.8. 2 overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function.

The HPCS LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST Surveillance mav hp
' performed in any mode >The .'rcquenc of 10 , cath; iibased)

(usucily pcs g cxperience that h:: d"cun thcoc cc ponentsupen operctin '

thm ,urvcilknce when performcd at thm 10 monthi

Qrequency. J
| h exce) tion of the HPCS LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.the |- 24 W nth :requency is based on the need to perform this i

_..

, - (continued)
'

-

-

% t. k M c A k k h 0 % '* N W 9 % bi t Cp' eff t^tA , Gsbt

uwsfed w% Vs.9ptcA uk; ce st Q p u e..
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ECCS Instrumentation
BASES '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a )lant
outage and the potential for unalanned transients if tie
Surveillance were performed wit 1 the reactor at power.

( 0:crat;ng g u uclly pass
(ticSuryci..per:cacen;;:nc.n:nc;cccm:cacntance '.; hen performcd at the 10 month freqcca;y.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 5.2.

2. OS'AR Section 6.3.

3. USAR, Chapter 15.

4. NEDC-30936-P-A. "BWR Owners' Group Technical,

/ Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation
Instrumentation Part 2," December 1988;

-- - _~

% 7M uowM he Jq s;us bud m agu
,
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

I BASES *
. ;) * '-.

,

SURVE'ILLANCE " SR 3.3.5.2.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.-

.

SR 3.3.5.2.3

The calibration of tri) units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The clannel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered.to be less conservative than-

the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1. If the,

trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate set >oint methodology, but-

.is not beyond the Allowable Value, tie channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
re-adjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methcdology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1. -

-
.

.

~ -

a se, s.s.s.t.(6 .

-'-

kJ SR 3.3.5.2.4 |3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test. verifies the channel-

responds to the measured )arameter with the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CA_IBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint

"

methodology.
.

The Frequency is based on the assumption of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint : analysis.,

_ .

.,
. -

SR 3.3.5.2.5

', The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST,d.emonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system. functional testing performed in -

LCO 3.5.3 overlaps th'is 'Surve'illance to provide complete
testing of the safety function..

,

_ (continued) ,
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.5 (continued)
_

The h nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this |
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the

_ Surveillance were oerformed with t1e reactor :t power.
LM rating experience har th^=a. th0t the:0 00 =0nt0 usually
pt the Surv0ill:n00 den perf0=0d at the 13 =0 nth
-r0gu0ncy.

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-770-06-2. " Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications." February 1991.
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Primary Containment and Drywell Isolation Instrumentation
''

'The 24 mik Fr i s b"s'd " o B 3'3'6'1
expum, M k mst M wi%@fu'Am'9 pica-t t b s k )

BASESD rt@d% ojdc..
_ -

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS - -

- --

in LC0 3.6.1.3 and on drywell isolation valves in LCO
3.6.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provid pletegtesting of the assumed safety function. The nth | |
Frequency is based on the need to perform thi urveillance
-under the ccaditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance

-

'

were performed with the reactor at powerJ Opercting
experiencc hc0 chc;n thcsc compcacrgusucily pcss the

,

'

Surycillcnce . hen perfomcd ct the scath frequency.

SR 3.3.6.1.6

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the ,

|accident analysis. Testing is performed only on channels '

where the assumed response time does not correspond to the
diesel generator (DG) start time. For channels assumed to
respond within the DG start time, sufficient margin exists

1in the 10 second start time when com
channel response time (milliseconds) pared to the typicalso as to assure

D adequate response without a specific measurement test. The i

instrument response times must be added to the PCIV closure '

times to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME.
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included.in References 7 and 8. The Note to SR 3.3.6.1.6
states that channel sensors are excluded from response time
testing requirements. Response time testing for the
remaining channel components is required. This is supported
by Reference 9.

.

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 14 |,
month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test Frequency is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
based upon plant operating experience that shows that random
failures of instrumentation components causing serious

-

response time degradation, but not channel failure, are
infrequent.

SR 3.3.6.1.7

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required:
~

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. /

(continued)
.

-
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASESr" I..

(.) * > :. ' -
,

SURVEILLANCE ~ SR 3.3.6.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required .

'
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the I

'

intended function.
'

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint i

methodology. I

The Frequenc of 92 days is based upon the reliability -

| analysi of eference 3.

' SR 3.3.6.2.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 1
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if '

the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than i
accounted for in the appropriate set:oint. methodology, but_
is not beyorid'the Allowable Value, t1e channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety ~'-.- .

( '., analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

~

The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliability
analysis of Reference 3.

,

_

SR 3.3.6.2.4 .|
A

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel .
responds to the measured parameter within the necessaryi

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
'

adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific _setpoint
methodology. g 34 ,3,,,g,,y ,g-

3.3.6.2.41s based on the assumption of |The Frequency of SR 4
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.'

(continued)

~
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'E
RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation

B 3.3.6.2

.] BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.2.5'

REQUI'EMENTSR ~ -

.(continued) The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the i

0PERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific j
channel. . The system functional testing performed in i
LC0 3.6.1.7 " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment !
Spray," overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function. >

The 4e nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this | .

Surve lance under the conditions.that apply during a plant |

outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
urveillance were performed with t ie reactor at oower.

n,.,,. m _4,-. m,- - m ~ .- .u------.-----.-..-..,,..-__
i~

;'" .",~, L.L. . T. C. . . .,_;"|. ~~~ ."C .,7. .|". .".~".a '',';"!.u TT. .s''.C.~' '!..'.E"."y" .'.Z~l,.". i
..~ .. . ,~ . .~ . . .. .

.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 7.3.1.1.4.

2. USAR. Section 6.2.1.1.5. |

3. GENE-770-06-1, " Bases for Changes to Surveillance Testn Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times forL.) Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

1
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SPMU System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

9 BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.3.6
REQUIREMENTS -

(continued)
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing ]erformed in
LCO 3.6.2.4. " Suppression Pool Makeup (S)MU) System."
the assumed safety function. overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of

Y
The B nonth Frequency is based on the need to perform this

}Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the ,

Surveillance were performed with tne reactor at cower.
J3 erat 199 m' lance 2cn performed at tht :c Servcii perienCc h3C Ch0'.7, thc;c ccmpcC:nt; usually p00rr

e Iv month frequency.

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 7.3.1.1.12.

2. USAR. Section 6.2.7.

3.
GENE-770-06-1 " Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test

t

h Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications."February 1991.

.-
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES
!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary

!range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint

(methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint' analysis. (

!

SR 3.3.6.4.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the I
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed for S/RVs
in LC0 3.4.4 and LC0 3.6.1.6 overlaps this Surveillance to l
provide complete testing of the assumed safety function.

-

TheismonthFrfertheconditionsthatapplydukngaplant
uency is based on the need to rform this |L) Surve llance un

outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the- ,

i

Surveillance were performed with t ie reactor at oower.
( U:cr:a ng per
( t x Surveiii:neien 0 h:: ch= th0:0 ce=0nent: ect:lly p ::

Frcquency.m m. , r . . . .. ~ m m. .~ ~ . ~ . . . .

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 5.2.2.

2. GENE-770-06-1 " Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications."
February 1991.

.
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CRER System Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

O BASES
LJ

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1.3
REQUIREMENTS ._

(continued) The calibration of tri) units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The clannel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.7.11.. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate set)oint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, t1e channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety-

analysis. Under these conditions,
readjusted to be equal to or more c;the setpoint must beonservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 4, 5, and 6. ;

!

SR 3.3.7.1.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel

D responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL. CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint !

methodology.

The Frequency is based on the assumption of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

.

58....;1. 3. 7.1. 5
-

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
'0PERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LC0 3.7.3, " Control Room Emergency Recirculation WRER)'

System " overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function.

month Fre
Surveillanceund!uencyisbasedontheneedtoherformthis |r the conditions that apply du ing a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the

t

Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power.
_ m .m __m ,_ , _ -

..-..-ii..-,3
tE 5555i575533r.33rf3~ Ed'55~th3'5U5$th 53qb3$c55

1

h -..

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

] BASES
.

s -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1.3
REQUIREMENTS - ~

~ ~

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based on th6 assumption of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

!SR 3.3.8.1.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
1

. OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic upon the receipt
of actuation signals. The system functional testing
performed in LC0 3.8.1 and LC0 3.8.2 overlaps this

~

Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety functions."O The month Fr rform this |SurveillanceunhuencyisbasedontheneedtoNngaplantr the conditions that apply du
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at Dower.

I E,3,5T.1. f55. .d..'5.~515'E.m_.,''r 55'5. ..~. 5'53f.uiN'5..~5555. "5. w 1d.m.7 _5 55
.

553 "33( . ~ . ;~~ m

REFERENCES 1. USAR Section 8.3.1.1.2.9.a.2. -

2. USAR, Section 5.2.

J. USAR. Section 6.3.
'

4. USAR, Chapter 15.

.
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring
B 3.3.8.2

BASES
l

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.2 (continued)
___ 24REQUIREMENTS

~
~

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude | |
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis,

i

SR 3.3.8.2.3

Performance of a system functional test demonstrates a
required system actuation (simulated or actual) signal. The
logic of the system will automatically trip o>en the
associated power monitoring assembly circuit areaker. Only
one signal per power monitoring assembly is recuired to betested. This Surveillance overlaps with the CFANNEL
CALIBRATION to provide complete testing of the safety
function. The system functional test of the Class 1E
circuit breakers is included as part of this test to 3rovidecomplete testing of the safety function. If the breacers
are incapable of operating, the associated electric power
monitoring assembly would be inoperable.

n The
,

month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
[U

Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the -

_ Surveillance were performed with tie reactor at power.
f Operctir,g 0;;pcr;cacc hc; shc/s. Inet these csimonenc5 0506iiy[ = the Sur!cilbnce 2cn peric=cd et the 13 =cnth- |
V rc;uency. 1

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 8.3.1.1.5.
-

I

2. NRC Generic Letter 91-09, " Modification of
Surveillance Interval for the Electric Protective
Assemblies in Power Supplies for the Reactor
Protection System.".

.
_

_
__

-

9 }\e. 24 & ff d w h b & n o f ef y ,
a ,s w w k.A wc4k a.4 pc4 r s sy cah 9 9ek .
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. FCVs
B 3.4.2

BASES
__

ACTIONS ILI
'

(continued)

If the FCV(s) are not deactivated (locked up)iated Completionand cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the assoc
Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0
do'es not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours.
unit to a condition where the flow coastdown characteristicsThis brings the

i

of the recirculation loop are not important. The allowed !Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on joperating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full rower
i

conditions in an orderly manner and without chaiIenging unit isystems.

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 ,

REQUIREMENTS '

Hydraulic power unit p)ilot operated lock out valves (pilotoperated check valves located between the flow control
valve (FCV) actuator and the pilot operated isolation valves
(POIV) are required to close on a loss of hydraulic
3ressure. When closed, these valves inhibit FCV motion by
) locking hydraulic pressure from the POIV valve to the FCV
actuator. This surveillance verifies the FCV fails "as-is"on a loss of hydraulic pressure.

|
-

The 40 nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this |Sury i lance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were oerformed with t1e reactor at oower.(U cr tMa experience h: . chc= thc 0 cc poncnt; usu lly p;;t
tic SP. J,cn perfc=d at the 18 month IrcgJC fre :

f ,utacy. Thcrciurc, j
'

(theFrc^uency::: concluded to bc accept:
rclisbiTity standpci.. . !

,

SR 3.4.2.2
i

This SR ensures the overall average rate of FCV movement at Iall positions is maintained within the analyzed limits.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perfonn this I
Sury illance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the

'

(continued)
'

_
_

. _
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FCVs
B 3.4.2

~"
-

BASES !
>

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.2 (continued)
._

--

REQUIREMENTS

f 0;cratin;; 0;gerience h:: Surveillance were performed with the reactor at Dower.
t ,c SR wtcr. perfcmed ;t the 13 = cath Fr;c ucacy.chc= the:c cc ;cncnt: usually pc .i

W.crafere.
( the Fre^!uency :::: concluded to be accept:510fr~"cy rcli di ity ctandpci"t.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 15.3.2.

2. USAR. Section 15.4.5.
|
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S/RVs
{B 3.4.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the required S/RVs will
open at the pressures assumed in the safety analysis of

i
Reference 2. The demonstration of the S/RV safety function '

lift settings must be performed during shutdown since thi:
is a bench test. and in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program. The lift setting pressure shall correspond
to ambient conditions of the valves at nominal operating
temperatures and pressures.

The Frequency was selected because this Surveillance must be
performed during shutdown conditions and is based on the

-time between refuelfngs. The safety lift setpoints will
still be set within a tdlerance of i 1%. but the setpoints
will be tested to within 3% to determine acceptance or
failure of the as-found valve lift setpoint (Reference 4).

S3 3.4.4.2
,

The required relief function S/RVs are required to actuate
aucceHeally upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A syst%. functional test is performed to verify that the
ir.echania'. portions i.e.. solenoids of the automatic relief

i

function operate as designed when initiated either by an !actual or simulated initiation signal: The LOGIC SYSTEM
i

FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.4.4 overlaps this SR to provide !complete testing of the safety function'. 1

The le month Frequency' conditions that apply during a plantis based on the need to perform this |Survel lance under the
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power.
Urret1~; experten00 n : :nc= n0:0 00

( t1e SD @ y papfg ggd 3t thq 18 733th {T0nent; usually p ::p; p,gp;f3pg,
the Frruency :::: cen'cluded to b; Occept:gggggy,

i

1 frcreli:bifity st=dpcint..

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

(continuedt
_W14 A w is bQS k s*pf
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g hgh k M kAM) * */ M ll S/RVs f
c' gym W if owsde.# m% A B 3.4.4 1

ht34h( 04026- -

'

BASES- A

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.3 (continued) i

REQUIREMENTS ~

Adequate reactor steam pressure must be available to perform t

this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also, adequate steam.

flow must be passing through the main turbine or turbine
bypass valves to continue to control reactor pressure when
the S/RVs divert s' team flow upon opening. Sufficient time

-

is therefore allowed after the required pressure and flow
are achieved to perform this test. Adequate pressure at |which this test is to be performed is the pressure
recommended by the valve manufacturer. Plant startup is
allowed prior to )erforming this test because valve
OPERABILITY and tie setpoints for overpressure protection.

'

are verified, per ASME requirements, prior to valve '' :.
.

,

installation. Therefore, this SR is modified by a Note that '

-

states the Surveillarice is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and flow are

)adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed for
1manual actuation after the required 3ressure and flow are I

reached is sufficient to achieve staale conditions for ltesting and provides a reasonable time to complete the SR.
i

SR 3.4.4.2 and the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in
SR 3.3.6.4.4 overlap this surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function. If the valve fails
to actuate due only to the failure of the solenoid but is
capable of' opening on over)ressure, the safety function of
the S/RV is considered OPEMBLE.

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency ensures |
)at each solenoid for each S/RV is alternately tested. The
month Frequency was developed based on the S/RV tests |equired by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

|
Section XI (Ref.1) .) "., _,,,

f.__,_ ____ ..
.._..a Tper: tin.;;u e..ri cnc; .=__ .;u.oa . cr.n Tcnc r

.._ m ,_
3.

;;== =....c, =. _.:1. . r,..,r. .n, .:. =..=y.a. .m. . =., .: .m. . . . . . . . ,ZE. ~~7;"'"C 76-~ '. L"'"L,.T.CT.~" ' ~rCZ42_""!L' _ ....u., ..

, , . ,. . .7 . .
. , ~

.

, , . , . . . .
,

REFERENCES 1. ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vess~el Code. Sections III
and XI.

-

-

2. USAR. Chapter 15. Appendix 158.

3. USAR. Section 15.;
.,

4. NRC Safety Evaluation to NEDC-31753P. March 8,1993.
-

Gb
* 'h'.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instnmentpg

BASES

MXGR0llo The drywell floor drain sump level monitoring system
(continued) contains sump level instrumentation. "The dry #e'll floor

drain sump level monitoring system provides two separate
indications of LEAKAGE to the control room. First the levelinstrumentation provides input into a differentiation
circuit that indicates the rate of change of the drywell
floor drain sump level. This leakage rate is displayed in i

the control room. An alarm is provided if the leakage rate
exceeds a preset limit. In addition, sump level is
indicated in the control room. This sump can also be used
to determine leak rates by determining how much the sump
level has changed over any specific period of time, and thus
establishing the leak rate associated with the level change.
Either of these two automatic methods of quantifying leak
rates are acceptable for determining the unidentified
LEAKAGE in accordance with the requirements of LC0 3.4.5,
and thus if either of these two automatic methods are
available, the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system'

.can be considered OPERABLE. If the drywell floor drain sump
monitoring system is inoperable, manual methods may be
utilized. Such manual methods may be necessary when sump
level switches are out-of-service such that operator actions
are necessary to determine in leakage (manually starting or
stopping the sump puma, or manually timing its operating
time). To employ suc1 manual methods, the Jumping rate of
the pum
cycle (p must have been det ined within t1e last fuel

i.e., approximately mo ' ). [ |

,

2 ;

The drywell atmospheric monitorin systems continuously '

monitor the drywell atmosphere for airborne particulate and
gaseous radioactivity; A sudden increase of radioactivity,
which may be attributed to RCPB steam or reactor water
LEAKAGE. is annunciated in the control room. The drywell
atmospheric particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitoring
systems are not capable of quantifying leakage rates. but
are sensitive enough to indicate qualitative increases in
LEAKAGE rates, on the order of 3'gpm within 1 hour.

(continued)

-
.

' #

.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

i

(.. ~' . BASES-
.j

. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.3 i

1

REQUIREMENTS
(continued)-

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of
The calibration verifies the accuracy of thethe required RCS leakage detection instrumentation channels.
instrumentation, including the instruments located insidethe dr:well. fine trcquency 0: 1 rnth: : ; typicalreruc' ng cycle 2nd 00n:ider: th nnel reli:bility.
@ereti ic.verience M: prc'fer thi: Frequency ise
:::c;t:b

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GOC 30.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45. May 1973. l
1

'3. USAR. Section 5'.2.5.2.

4.
GEAP-5620. " Failure Behavior in ASTM A106B Pipes
Containing Axial Through-Wall Flaws." April 1968.

5. NUREG-75/067. " Investigation and Evaluation of
Cracking in Austenitic Stainless Steel Pipin
Boiling Water Reactor Plants." October 1975.g of

6. USAR. Section 5.2.5.5.3.
_

~
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

Q;.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.~4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

- -

friction losses and RPV pressure present during LOCAs.
These values may, be established during pre-operationaltesting. The Frequency for this Surveillance is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program requirements.

'

SR 3.5.1.5
'

The ECCS subsystems are required to actuate automatically toperform their design functions. This Surveillance test
verifies that, with a required system initiation signal
(actual or simulated). the automatic initiation logic of
HPCS, LPCS, and LPCI will cause the systems or subsystems to
o)erate as designed, including actuation of the system~

tiroughout its emergency-operating sequence, automatic pump
startup, and actuation of all automatic valves to theirre uired positions.

This Surveillance also ensures that the i)HP System will automatically restart on an RPV low water
level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV high

!

water level (Level 8) trip and that the suction is-

(' automatically transferred from the CST to the suppression
pool'on a condensate storage tank low water level signal and
on a sunression pool high water level signal. The LOGIC
SYSTEM :JNCTIONAL TEST erformed in LC0 3.3.5.1. "Emerg ncyCore Cooling System (EC ) Instrumentation," overlaps t is
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumedsafety function.

;

HPCStestingmayhonerfnrmodinanvMODE.[RcTrcqucacy07
(m=em18

cnth; ic b=cd cp' c,n cperctihg crperie,em.m
C L. ..Z. 7 : M C W '.;... W...,';, ,~,.~",~.,~,- '~4,nce thct hr chcun

- m m n+e ,,,,,,1u mere +nm c. . om .. .u m ,

Q.: ' "~"~~ ~'
_ , ~ ~ .

,y. 4

1

Wit
exce) tion of the HPCS LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST,| the nth Trequency is based on the need to perform this || Surv lance under the conditions that apply during a plant

outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
_ Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at nower.

npernlag eraertence hn chect". thct taccc cc ,penentc usuclly
5:nc the SR 5 ten perfc- cd ct the 18 month Frc ucacy, which
a

bred en the refuelin c"cle.
'czncencludedtebecccep;td'cfrc:crelicbilityScrcferc.tEcFrcquency-
ctrdpcintr -

- . . -

_ _ _ .

'(continued) '_

_

.

' f% 24 nuwh t$ bued % opm':tw @pu m_gi va u QA a % up.
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_ ECCS-Operating_

h % tvthsN( ,, BASES 9 _
'

SURVEILLANCE -SR 3.Gd.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel
injection / spray during the Surveillance. Since all active

' components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by
recirculation through the full flow test line. coolant
injection into the RPV is not required during the
Surveillance. ;

,

SR 3.5.1.6 -

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional test is performed to verify that the
mechanical portions (i.e., solenoids) of the ADS function 1

operate as designed when initiated either by an actual or
1.

(
simulated initiation signal. SP,3.5.1.7 and the LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in SR 3.3.5.1.6 overlap this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumedsafety function,

(~ nth Fre uency is based on the need to
(. s Surveillanceundrtheconditionsthatapplyduherformthising a plant

outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
_ Surveillance were performed with tw reactor at oower.

[ C L:''3 :" 7L':"R.17' "~" " N :"'' ?L"~'r" ' ' Z""1*..""17."$ 55 5 159 f 5 5 3 555 2 5 8 @ d 5 N b 5 f 5 1 d f.'5055 "fl~ 1te '#
.

'

.1 ""'':"dL3."L.~' E1"''II",MG. l.%. .,1."''' |.1Y. W. J. . a. ,./ '
'''i""""#..; 3,~.

- -- . .
.~ .m .

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

SR 3.5.1.7

A manual actuation of each ADS valve is performed to verify
that the valve and solenoids are functioning properly and
that no blockage exists in the S/RV discharge lines. This

-is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control or
by> ass valve, by a change in the measured steam flow, the
S/IV discharge pressure switch, or by any other method
suitable to verify steam flow (e.
Adequate reactor steam pressure (g. tailpipe temperature).i.e. greater than or equal
to 100 psig) must be available to perform this test to avoid
damaging the valve. Also, adequate steam flow must be -

-

h (continued)
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!SURVEILLANCE -SR 3.5.1.7 (continued)._

REQUIREMENTS !
'

passing through the main turbine or turbine bypass valves to
continue to control reactor pressure when the ADS valves idivert steam flow upon opening. Sufficient time is
therefore allowed, after the re
achieved, to perform this test. quired pressure and flow are iAdequate pressure at which k
this test is to be performed is consistent with the pressure
recommended by the valve manufacturer.
allowed prior to aerforming this test because valveReactor startup is
OPERABILITY and t1e setpoints for overpressure protection '

;

{are verified,
' installation. per ASME requirements, prior to valve

i

Therefore, this SR is modified by a Note that
states the Surveillance is not required to be performed

!until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed for I

a

manual activation after the required pressure and flow are )reached is sufficient to achieve stable conditions for
' testing and promotes a reasonable time to complete the SR.

,

SR 3.5.1.6 and the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in
j
iSR 3.3.5.1.6 overlap this Surveillance to provide complete

testing of the assumed safety function.

The Frequency ofbnths on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures
ON that the solen? ids for each ADS valve are alternatelytested. The(Smonth Frequency ^was developed based on the

[S/RV tests required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Section XI (Ref.14).1 Ucnn =ccc c^ pencr.:: =uc n" pcrcung cxper cacc hn etc..r,

th: IS = nth Frcquenc$. dicb pr: the SR den perfc=cd ct
-

<

is becd en the refueling
"

Qycle.ceptchle frc c relicbility Ot=dpcint.
c B erefore, th Frequency := cencluded te bc

SR 3.5.1.8
*

' .

This SR ensures that the ECCS RESPONSE TIMES are within
liinits for each of the ECCS injection and spray subsystems.
This SR is modified by a note which identifies that the
associated ECCS actuation instrumentation is not required to
be response time tested. Response time testing of the
remaining subsystem components is required. This is

.

supported by Reference 15. Response time testing acceptance
criteria are included in Reference 16.

RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted every ths. TheA th Frequency is based on the need to pe orm this
,,

h (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

.

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the. potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were Derformed with t 1e reactor at neuer'

-/ Opcrating ppcf10nce has chem th;t thc;c c;;ponhnt: asuali?
,

{ T:;s; the S , .60.-ferfor Od at th018 = nth Frc a0=y, .tich
-

I

b:00d cr. the refueling cycle. S cr0fere tE0 c rcquency
(;s;;a;ndpoint. Concluded to bc :ccept:ble frc : reli;bilityt

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 6.3.2.2.3.
. 2. USAR. Section.6.3.2.2.4. l

!
3. USAR, Section 6.3.2.2.1.

4. USAR, Section 6.3.2.2.2.
!

5. USAR. Section 15.6.6.
. 6. USAR, Section 15.6.4.

7. USAR, Section 15.6.5. -
9

8. 10 CFR 50 Appendix K. !

9. USAR. Section 6.3.3. -

10. 10 CFR 50.46. |

l

11. USAR, Section 6.3.3.3.

12. Memorandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) to V. Stello, Jr.
(NRC), " Recommended Interim Revisions to LC0's for
ECCS Components," December 1, 1975.

13. USAR, Section 5.2.2.4.1.

14. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

15. NED0-32291, " System Analyses for Elimination of
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," '

January 1994.
~ -

3 16. USAR Section 6.3. Table 6.3-1.

PERRY -UNIT 1 B 3.5-14 Revision No. 1
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. SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4
_

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) The RCIC pump flow rates ensure that the system can maintain i

reactor coolant inventory during pressurized conditions- with
i

the RPV isolated. The flow tests for the RCIC System are
performed at two different pressure ranges such that system
capability to provide rated flow is tested both at the
higher and lower operating ranges of the system.
Additionally, adequate steam flow must be passing through
the main turbine or turbine bypass valves to continue to
control reactor pressure when the RCIC System diverts steamflow.

{ Since the required reactor steam pressure must be
available to perform SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4. sufficient) time is allowed after adequate pressure and flow are
achieved to perform these SRs. Reactor startup is allowedprior to performing
the reactor pressure.the low pressure Surveillance because,

is low and the time to satisfactorilyperform the Surveillance is short. The reactor pressure is
allowed to be increased to normal operating pressure since
it is assumed that the low pressure test has been
satisfactorily completed and there is no indication or
reason to believe that RCIC is inoperable. Therefore, these ;

"
'

SRs are modified by Notes that state the Surveillance are
not required to be performed until 12 hours after thes ,,.

reactor steam pressure and flow are adequate to perform thetest.
24

A 92 day Frequency for SR 3.5.3.3 is consiste w th theInservice Testing Program requirements. ~The month |-

Frequency for SR 3.5.3.4 is based on the need o perform-
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply just prior i

to or durina startuo from a olant outaaeJ Cpa =,..ng
~

m .,m %. .~ e - m + m - - --+ - . - . - 1 .~ , m
CD hkE NE h$ ++ 1 a 4 .a - i-

h[5Ei"rbikchbld'.'505be','5hbE3N5hS;55
ja

)t=clMM te M acceptable frc : reli:biliEy t:ndpcint. /

SR 3.5.3.5

The RCIC System is required to actuate automatically to
perform its design function. This Surveillance verifies
that with a required system initiation signal (actual or
simulated) the automatic initiation logic of RCIC will cause
the system to operate as designed. including actuation of
the system throughout its emergency operating sequence.

.

, . . , .

%Y' 1 continued)
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

,- BASES:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.5 (continued) ~ ~

REQUIREMENTS

automatic pump startup and actuation of all automatic valves
to their required positions. This Surveillance test also
ensures that the RCIC System uill automatically restart on
an RPV low water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent
to an RPV high water level (Level 8) trip and that the
suction is automatically transferred from the CST to the
suppression pool on a condensate storage tank low water
level si
signal. gnal and on a su)pression pool high water level

The LOGIC SYSTEi FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in
LCO 3.3.5.2. " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System
Instrumentation," overlaps this Surveillance to
complete testing of the assumed safety function, provide

h
The le nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions tha't apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were oerformed with tie reactor at Dower.

(Operating $ ton p0rfo :,Cd ;t the IS =0 nth frc ucacy @ich^- crien;0 h;; chor. that thc;; cc poncats u;ually
j
if "c : the SL wa mo % m<, mu mm eu-,e m --<m-- 1 e-~. . -

[.5,."_55515E.m2 $.n' EE _E_Ed4 5b. E) a =.. . ..5. 1 b..b. b. 1
. . . - .

s. . . . . , , ~ _ . . _./ stand;0 int. y- . y

.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel injection
during the Surveillance. Since all active components are
testable and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation
through the full flow test line, coolant injection into the

[ RPV is not required during the Surveillance. -

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 33. l

2. USAR. Section 5.4.6.

3. Memdrandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) to V. Stello Jr.
(NRC). " Recommended Interim Revisions to LCO's for
ECCS Components." December 1. 1975.

TkL f mtk Ys bL w gg
& rs Unses 6 a- @ %dwrehdt cryk . - -

S
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h y A. % 7g y Containment Air Locks
_ gg- ,/ g B 3.6.1.2,.

%//9 A34 hy re/deAnf dyc4.i p- BASES

SURVEILLANCE. SR-3. 6.1. 2 : 3- -

REQUIREMENTS
-(continued)- The air lock interlock mechanism is designed to prevent

simultaneous opening of both doors in the air lock. Since
both the inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed
to withstand the maximum expected post accident primary
containment pressure (Ref. 3), closure of either door willsupport 3rimary containment OPERABILITY.. Thus, the
interloc( feature supports primary containment OPERABILITY.
while the air lock is being used for personnel transit in '

and out of the containment. PeModic testing of this
interlock demonstrates that the interlock will function as
designed and that simultaneous inner and outer door o>eningwill not inadvertently occur. Due to the nature of tais

. interlock, and given that the interlock mechanism is only
- challenged when the. primary containment air lock door is

opened, this test is only required to be performed u>on
. entering or exiting a primary containment air lock. 3ut is

-

not required more frequently than'once per 184 days. The
184' day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of other administrative controls
such as indications of air lock door status available tooperations personnel.

SR 3.6.1'.2.4
.

A seal pneumatic system test to ensure that pressure does
-

not decay at a rate equivalent to > 1.5 psig for a period of
24 hours from an initial pressure of 90 psig is effectiveleakage rate test to' verify system oerformance.
! = r.th 're'
:;geri:=: h=;"^:hcr. th=_a:=y 10 bred on t?. f::t th:t 5per;tir.;:,T.,pccrt: J:=lly

.u s o ___.u r_pr: theg _C 'l ',~"~~+ic'_' 'm 7""'".."i '"'' rt.~_ !"r ' i a~r. 'X'. l.~"

..- m ~.- ..u.. ~. <-- -

4' _.. , _ ., ..& 4 4

L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,1 ~4"'
_ _ _ .. ' _U.~ L ". r .. G. .l'i. .__~.'.".!''171'. . . . i. '. .,. .' '

'""'#... L a. ...

......r......
,

. REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 3.8.

2. 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Option B. i
'

3. USAR. Table 6.2-1.

4. USAR. Section 15.7.6.

5. . PNPP Safety Evaluation Report Supplement 7. Section -

6.2.6 " Containment Leakage Testing." November 1985.
.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.7 (continued)
.-.

REQUIREMENTS |
'

OPERABILITY. The full closure isolation time test ensures
that the MSIV will isolate in a time period that does not
exceed the times assumed in the DBA analyses. The Frequency
of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing
Program. Additionally, the MSIVs must meet an average i

;

stroke time. This average stroke time shall be calculated
|using the stroke times of the fastest valve in each main
!steam line, and this average shall be = 3 seconds,,

i

SR 3.6.1.3.8

Automatic PCIVs close on a primary containment isolation'

signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
primary containment following a DBA or other accidents.. .

This SR ensures that each automatic PCIV will actuate to its
i,

i *
;isolation 30sition on a 3rimary containment isolation

signal. T1e LOGIC SYSTEi FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.1.5
s.

overlaps this SR to rovide complete testing of the safety
function. HPCS Inje tion Valve,1E22-F004 and HPCS Test
Valve to Supr Pool,1E22-F023 may be tested in

MODE. h (
,

|1., s
|

With exception of 1E22-F004 and 1E22-F023, the month |Frequency is based on the need to perform this veillance -. I

under the conditions that apply during a lant outage and jthe potential for an unplanned transient f the Surveillance>

I

!
were performed with the reactor at power.1 'Jper=n;;

'^xperience nu sne:-' :".n :nc;; =penent usu:ll
, o .-~,+w c-m~ .y pr: t."i t

(%hb5f5be'lhh 5eEUh55y .I:505c5hiuS35 Ele'h335h590frc
E.,~mm mnre maan; mean ~4 * + ne ~ , ~

'

Qrcliability st=pcint.
'

SR 3.6.1.3.9 I,

!
|

This SR ensures that the leakage rate of secondary '

containment bypass leakage paths is less than the specified ;
-

leakage rate. This provides assurance that the assumptions
in the radiological evaluations of Reference 1 are met. The
leakage rate of each by> ass leakage path is assumed to be!

'

the maximum pathway leaca
,

the two isolation valves)ge (leakage through the worse ofunless the penetration is isolated
by use of a closed manual valve, a closed and de-activated
automatic valve, or a blind flange. In this case, the
leakage rate of the isolated bypass leakage path is assumed

j to be the actual pathway leakage through the isolation
. '

,

O-
(continued)'
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SURVE.ILLANCE- , SR 3.6.1.'t.ll. (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

demonstrated at the frequency of the leakage test
requirements of the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program.-

,

!
This SR is modified by a Note that' states these valves are

'

-

only required to meet the combined' leakage rate in MODES 1,
2, and 3 since this is when the Reactor Coolant System is ]

3

pressurized and primary containment is required. In some i
instances, the valves are required to be capable of - I

- automatically closing during MODES other than MODES 1. 2, )and 3. However, specific leakage rate limits are not
iapplicable in these other MODES or conditions. j
i

A second Note states that the Feedwater lines are excluded !
from this particular hydrostatic (water) testing program.
This is because water leakage from the stem, bonnet and seat
of the third, high integrity valves in the feedwater lines '

(the gate valves) is controlled by the Primary Coolant
Sources Outside Containment Program (Technical
Specicification 5.5.2). The acceptance criteria for the.

Primary Coolent' Sources Outside Containment Program is 5
gallons per hour. -'I. . . . , . .

!i

SR 3.6.1.3.12

Verifying)that'each outboard 42 inch -(1M14-F040 and
-

1M14-F090 primary containment purge supQ and exhaust
. . isolation valve is blocked to restrict opening to s 50' is

'

required to ensure that the valves can close under DBA
conditions within the time limits assumed in the analyses of. .
References 2 and 3.

The SR is modified!by a Note stating that this SR is only
required to be met'in MODES 1, 2, and 3. If a .LOCA inside.'
primary containment occurs-in these MODES, the purge valves '

must close to maintain containmsnt leakage within the values
assumed in the accident analysis. At other times when the
purge valves are required to be capable of closing (e.g..

'. .during movement of recently irradi.ated . fuel. assemblies in
the primary containment), pressurization concerns are not

'

sent, thus the purge valves can be full 'The -

@' month Frequehcy is appropriate becduse'y open.the blocking 1vices are typically removed only during a refueling
outage. " ' '

(continued) '

.
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LLS Valves
3

B 3.6.1.6 |BASES (continued) 1

(. j

SURVEILLANCE. SR 3. 6.1. 6.1_ '

. REQUIREMENTS i

A manual actuation of each LLS valve is performed to verify '

i

that the valve and solenoids are functioning properl
that no blockage exists in the valve discharge line.y and +

is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control orThis {'

by3 ass valve, by a change in the measured steam flow, the 1

S/3V discharge pressure switch, or by any other method that i

is suitable to verify steam flow (e.g., tailpipetemperature).
Adequate reactor steam pressure must be

available to perform this test.to avoid damaging the valve!
Adequate pressure at which this test is to be performed is
consistent with the pressure recommended by the valve
manufacturer.
through the main turbine or turbine byaass valves toAlso, adequate steam flow must be passing
continue to control reactor pressure wien.the LLS valves
divert steam flow upon opening.
therefore allowed, after the re Sufficient time is
achieved to perform this test. quired pressure and flow are

;

Plant startup is allowed prior to performing this test
because valve OPERABILITY and the setpoints for overpressure

;1

protection are verified, per ASME requirements, prior to |p
valve installation.
Note that states the Surveillance is not required to beTherefore, this SR is modified by a

('j

performed until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and !

flow are adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed
|
.

for manual actuation after the required 3ressure and flow
are reached is sufficient to achieve sta]le conditions for

'

testing and provides a reasonable time to complete the SR.
SR 3.6.l.6.2 and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in ,

SR 3.3.6.4.4 overlap this Surveillance to provide complete i

testing of the assumed safety function. j

The Frequency of
months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures|

.

that ch solenoi for each LLS valve is alternately tested. ;

. ' Th it nth Frequency was developed based on the S/RV tests | 1
3

requ red by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vess
Section XI (Ref. 3). Mer t1~ c. cr:ence n el Codd.

'

Tce'19 =th Fre;y p::: the Sr;veillr:nte crue!! : :necr: =0:0
0 d en perf0 d at ,

th0
"cr: fore the Fr @cna se=scncy.

(cencleMtoha accept:ble #r= : r,eli:bility standpcint
3

.

i

1

(continued) -
'., - ~
i
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LLS Valves !
B 3.6.1.6 {

BASES
}

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.6.2
_-

REQUIREMENT

(continued)
The LLS function S/RVs are required to actuate automatically

;

upon receipt of specific initiation signals.

test is performed to verify that the mechanical portions (i.e., solenoids) of the automatic LLS function operate as
A functional l

designed when initiated either by an actual or simulatedautomatic initiation signal.

-testing of the safety function. . TEST in SR 3.3.6.4.4 overlaps this SR to provide completeThe LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL.J'

2A
The ift
Survei lance during a plant outage and the potential for annth Frequency is based on the need to perform this
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with |

the reactor at
c p= =cc = = power.J 0per: tin c g crience h= cht.;r. tr.c a
the 18 rnth Frcqu=p=: the Sur';;ci . . ,r.=2.cr.conclMte be acceptele 'r= :c. the Frcqu=perferad st ]1

| ;3
cy. ?.cr0fer y.=

relt2tlity :t =dmir,t. )>

This prevents a' reactor pressure vessel pressure blowdown.This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
|'

REFERENCES 1.
GESSAR-II, Appendix 38, Attachment A. Section 3BA.8.

2. USAR, Section 7.6.1.11.

3.
ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI.Ii

-

1

|

9 gf ges$h hy h>bisfdintofM IML.,hud is, Levs,is M Lp M *- A OO
\ A*+

-

|

.

i
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RHR Containment Spray System
B 3.6.1.7

(: .- BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.1 (continued) ~ '-

REQUIREMENTS

A Note has been added to this SR that allows RHR containment
spray subsystems to be considered OPERABLE during alignment
and operation for decay heat removal with reactor steam
aressure less than the RHR cut in permissive pressure in
MODE 3. if capable of being manually realigned (remote or
local) and not otherwise inoperable. This allows operation
in t'ie RHR shutdown cooling mode during N00E 3 if necessary,

SR 3.6.1.7.2

Verifying each RHR pump develops a flow rate = 5250 g3m with
flow through the associated heat exchangers ensures t,1at
pump performance has not degraded below the required flow
rate during the cycle. It is tested in the suppression pool

.

cooling mode to demonstrate pump OPERABILITY without
spraying down equipment in primary containment. Flow is anormal test of centrifugal pum
ASME Code. Section XI (Ref. 2)p performance required by theThis test confirms one.point on the
performance. pump design curve and is indicative of overal.17

Such inservice inspections confirm componentt

OPERABILITY. trend performance. and detect inci31ent
failures by indicating abnormal performance.. T1e Frequency
of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing
Program.

SR 3.6.1.7.3

This SR verifies that each RHR containment spray subsystem '
automatic valve actuates to its correct position upon
receipt of an actual or simulated automatic initiation
signal. Actual spray initiation is not requir~ed to meet
this SR. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.3.5

A overlaos this SILto provide complete testing of the safety
function. TheQg) month Frequency is based on the need to j
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power.J 0per; ting Oxp0r10n00 h Cher. that th0;c

Q O ;0nent: usua::y p00 the Surveillan00 20n cc #c=0d at

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System
B 3.6.1.7

( BASES.,

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.3 (corifinued) I
REQUIREMENTS '

the 10 = cath Fre ceney. S crefore, the Fr: ac
concluded to bc :: cept;ble frc: ; reliabiliEy ;rcy ,;;;tandgint.

SR 3.6.1.7.4

This Surveillance is performed every 10 years using an air
or smoke flow test to verify that the spray nozzles are not
obstructed and that flow will be provided when recuired.
The 10 year Frequency is adequate to detect degracation inperformance a to the )assive nozzle design and its
normally dry st,'te and las been shown to be acceptablethrough operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 6.2.1.1.5.

2.
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

s .

.

*e

e. .m

0
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Revision No. 1
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Containment Vacuum Breakers
B 3.6.1.11

BASES

I -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.11.3 (continued)
~ .

~

REQUIREMENTS

open at a differential pressure of s 0.2 psid (outside
containment to containment) is valid. Verification that thevacuum breaker isolation valves will open assures that the
vacuum breakers are available to wrform their intendedfunction.

Two of the vacuum breater isolation valves have
an opening allowable value of 20.052 psid and s0.148 psid,
while the other two vacuum breaker isolation valves have anopening allowable of =0.064 psid and 50.160 psid
(containment to outside containment).

Performance of this SR includes a CHANNEL CALIBION of the
isolation valve actuation instrumentation. The nth lA')Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the

_ Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
{ tic Suryciiipcrience h : chec.-' the:c cc :enent:

0: crating m
utacily ps ;

:nce '+en perfe-d at the 13 =cnth Frcquc teyrdich 1: b: ed ca the refueling cycle. "'crefore t%3 -Frc^uency 'c!:
u t S teint. concluded te bc acceptable frc : re,li:bility

.

~

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 6.2.1.1.4.2.

~ x
% & hta % & I-s Utsed ru o
Q% 4,u|is tusosU cuiM A

.

ljfnsus tv& d % egia.
-- - ,

-

!
,

.y |

J - !
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SPMU System-

B 3.6.2.4
BASES

N... ..)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.4.4
REQUIREMENTS - -

(continued) The upper containment pool has two gates used to separate
the pool into distinct sections to facilitate fuel transfer
and maintenance during refueling operations which, when
installed, limit personnel exposure and ensure adequate
water submergence of the seaarator when the separator is
stored in the pool. The SP,10 System dump line penetrations

iare located in the steam separator storage section of the
pool. To provide the required SPMU System dum
the suppression pool, the steam. dryer storage /p volume toreactor well
pool gate must be removed (or placed in its stored position)
to allow conmunication between the various pool sections.
The fuel transfer pool gate may be in alace, removed, or
placed in its stored position, since t1e volume of water in
the fuel transfer pool is not required for SPMU.
Frequency is appropriate because the gates are moved underThe 31 day
procedural control and only the infrequent movement of these
gates is required in MODES 1, 2. and 3.

SR 3.6.2.4.5

This SR verifies that each SPMU subsystem automatic valve '
actuates to its correct position on recei)t of an actual or
simulated automatic initiation signal. T11s includes
verification of the correct automatic positioning of the
valves and of the o)eration of each inte'rlock and timer.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FU4CTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.4.6 overlapsto 3rovide complete testing of the safety function.

monti Frequency is based on the need to perform this |Survel lance under the conditions that apply during a plant,.
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were oerformed with tie reactor at newer.

/Vpereting cxpcricabs has she-a that these conuenbats usually
J 0 33 the Survcillance 'oiien serfersed et the IT senth'i r rcquenc" *cr0ferc. the rcquency wc: cencluded to ber

accepteble. +~: reliability standpcint.

This SR is modified by a NOTE that excludes makeup to the
su)pression pool. Since all active components are testable. ,

maceup to the suppression pool is not required.

(continued)_v _ ~

Q k & hl AA th b Y ht of V b ,) Q & idr16
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Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
,

B 3.6.3.1i
' ' #

BASES

--

SURVEILANCE SR 3.6.3.1.1 (continued)

._

REQUIREMENTS -

(Oper: ting experience h:: che.= that th :c ccm;cncnt usually::: the Survcillance '.;hdn ;crforacd at the 10 monthTrcquenc" E crefore, the 'requenc" 'c:: ccncluded to bekcceptbic. frc; ; reli;bility stand'cint.p

SR 3.6.3.1.2

This SR ensures that there are no physical problems (e.g.,
loose wiring or structural connections deposits of foreign
materials, etc.) that could affect primary containmenthydrogen recombiner o

Since the recombiners aremechanically passive,peration.they are not subject to mechanicalfailure.
blockage of the internal flow path, missile im3act, etc.The only credible failures involve loss of power.''

Avisual inspection is' sufficient to determine a) normal
conditions that could cause such failures.

[Operatingexperienceha:che'.mthatthcccccm;cncntusuallythe Survcillance .; hen ;crformcd at th; 10 mcathJas

(3requenc".accepteble#r^~:R erefere. the Trcquenc'p'cint::: concluded to be-reliability stand,

.

'-
SR 3.6.3.1.3 1,

This SR requires performance of a resistance to ground testof each heater
3hase to ensure that there are no detectablegrounds in any 1 eater phase. This is accomplished by

verifying that the resistance to ground for any heater phase
is 2 10.000 ohms following the performance of SR 3.6.3.1.-l.

[ Operatir.; experience h:: chc.= that thccc cc :cncnt usually2ess the Sur"ei'lence '!her :crfer"'.cd at the 13 month2rcquenc" E cr0ferc, the rcquency'c:: concluded te ber

hcceptabic. frcm : rc'iability standpcint.

. REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44.

2. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 41.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.7. Revision 2.

4. USAR. Section 6.2.5.
- - - - - . ~% 1) ynn\% ff I5I? A n ea7,.wsu en a a~tMu+fuhey'%%
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Igniters 1

B 3.6.3.2
BASES"'

. . .

y . ,. . .,

ACTIONS " Gl f(continued)
.

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannotbe met, the lant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO.

does not app y. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to a least MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowed

.

Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging

;

plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.2.1 and SR 3.6.3.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

These SRs verify that there are no physical problems that
could affect the hydrogen igniter operation. Since the
hydrogen igniters are mechanically passive. they are not
subject to mechanical failure. The only credible failures
are loss of power or burnout. The verification that each
required hydrogen igniter is energized is performed by
circuit current versus voltage measurement.

The Frequency of 184 days has been shosi'to be acce$ure
* '~'

table
through operating experience because of the low fais.

occurrence. and provides assurance that hydr
,

capability exists between the more rigorous h p burn b |

'

montnSurveillances. Operating experience has shown these.

components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a
184 day Frequency. Additionally, the Surveillance must be
performed every 92 days if four or more hydrogen igniters in
any division are inoperable. The 92 day Frequency was
chosen, recognizing that the failure occurrence is higher ,.

than normal. Thus, decreasing the Frequency from 184 days
to 92 days is a prudent measure, since only two more
inoperable hydrogen igniters (for a total of six) wiel -
result in an inoperable igniter division. SR 3.6.3.2.2 is>

modified by a Note that indicates that the Surveillance is
not required to be performed until 92 days.after four or
more hydrogen igniters in the division are discovered to be
inoperable.-

5
, ,

'

(continued). .
.

. ..

.

.
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Igniters
B 3.6.3.2

BASES

l.' )
\SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.3.2.3 and SR 3.6.3. M 24REQUIREMENTS

(continued) These functional tests are
verify system OPERABILITY. performed every is months to |The current draw to develop a

surface temperature of a 1700 F is verified for hydrogenigniters in inaccessible areas. e.g., in a high radiation
'

Additionally, the surface temperature of'eacharea.

accessible hydrogen igniter is measured to be = 1700*F to
demonstrate thata tem)erature sufficient for ignition is .

O2A'achieved.

perform this Su(+rv)eillance under the conditions that applyThe 0 nonti Frequency is based on the need to|
!

during a plant outage and the p'otential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power. IUperating experience h::

use:lly p::: chown that thc:03(ce' cncnt:
I th["^18 '"Onth Frequency. the Survcillance when perfomcd at1Screforgncluded to bc accept ble 'rc :e, the Frcquency was ).

reliability standpcint. f

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44.

2. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 41.
k. 3. USAR. Section 6.2.8.

~
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Combustible Gas Mixing System
B 3.6.3.3

^ . -BASES.

' _, .:)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3.2
REQUIREMENTS

-

(continued) Verifying that each combustible gas mixing subsystem flow
rate is a 500 scfm ensures that each subsystem is capable of
maintaining drywell hyd concentrations below theflammability limit. The mcath Frequency is based on the |

1

need to perform this Survel lance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage when the drywell boundary is not

reauired. t Uperning cr;crience hr chc= that th=c ]d etpcpencnt: usually pr: the Survcillacc Jer perferii,e
m the 18 centh Frequency. S cr0fere. the Frequcacy w a ' j

-
concluded tc bc acceptable +r~"'a reliability standpcint.e

,

1

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.7, Revision 2.
~

l
. 2. USAR. Section 6.2.5.

\ /A
_ -

~
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AEGT System I

B 3.6.4.3

BASES. . . . . ,

\ ./

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.3.1 (continued) -

REQUIREMENTS
~

filters. The 31 day Frequency was developed in
consideration of the known reliability of fan motors and
controls and the redundancy available in the system.

SR 3.6.4.3.2

This SR verifies that the required AEGT filter testing is
aerformed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing
3rogram (VFTP). The AEGT System filter tests are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). The VFTP
includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency minimum system flow rate. and .the physical
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and
following specific operations). - Specified test frequencies
and additional information are discussed in detail in theVFTP.

SR 3.6.4.3.3
,

This SR verifies that each AEGT subsystem starts and
isolation dammrs open upon receipt of a manual initiation
signal from t1e control room and an actual or simulated
initiation and operates throughout its emergency operating
sequence for the LOCA signal.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.5.1.6 overlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety function.'Thre

-

while thi:JSurveillance can be' performed with the reactor at
power g er:ctn 5c.ptr:cn:c h:: :h~,;n th::: cc pencnt:O

(Fr^quency. ':hich it bened On the rc,.ucling cycle

^r=i:y p :: thE acill:nce .; hen pcrfc; cd :t thc 10 , Tenth-

?.cr ferc the Frc:cency ',10 .

j rcli bility st n pcint. concluded tc bc Occeptable frcm )
>

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 41.

2. USAR. Section 6.5.3.

3. USAR. Section 15.6.5.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52. Rev. 2.

Q -
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Drywell Isolation Valves
B 3.6.5.3..

,.

. BASES. .
,

SURVEIL' LANCE 'sR3.6.5.3.3(continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the location of these isolation devices, the Frequency
specified as " prior to entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4, if

.

not performed in the previous 92 days " is appropriate
because of the inaccessibility of the devices and because

.

these devices are operated under administrative controls and
the probability of their misalignment is low.

Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note allows
.. valves and blind flanges located in high radistice :,eas to
be verified by use of administrative control 5.
verification by administrative controls is consideredAllowing
acceptable since access to these areas is typically
restricted during MODES 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these isolation devices, once
they have been verified to be in their pr per posit sn, is
low. A second Note is included to clarif that the drywell
isolation valves that are open under admi istrative controlsare not required to meet the SR du
drywell isolation valves are open. ring the time that the

.

SR '3.6.5.3.4 . -<
' .

s

Verifying that the isolation time of each power operated and'
each automatic drywell isolation valve is within limits is
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time

-

test ensures the drywell isolation ' valve will isolate in a
time period less than or equal to that assumed in the safety
analysis. The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are
in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. ,

-

SR 3.6.5.3.5

!'

Verifying that each automatic-drywell isolation valve closes '

on a drywell isolation signal is re' uired to prevent bypass iq
leakage from the drywell following a DBA. This SR ensures

i

each automatic drywell isolation valve will actuate to its )
isolation position on a drywell isolation sighal. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.1.5 overlaps this SR to

'

vide complete testing of.the safety function. The
:

month Frequency ~is based'on the need to' perform this )
.

urveillance under the conditions that apply during i

outage and the potential for"an un)lanned transient, a. plantif the
Surveillance were performed with tie reactor at power, since

i

isolation of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow - '

,

(continued) |

PERRY - UNIT 1 B 3.6-142 Revision No. 1
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Drywell Isolation Valves
B 3.6.5.3

..

( .. BASES
'

, .,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.5-(continued)
.

-

- REQUIREMENT

and disrupt the normal ooeration of many critical
nents;r 0:eratin3 eva th~;.r. the:c cc.

usu:llyp:::tii:Survei'l:ertence52nce'chen:crfer.cdctthper.cr.th
.s o _ u.. . .r _ - _ .- . . w . s. .,. ..m.....__. i

. Q be Occept.ble .,.-frc: relicbility st:r.dpcint.
. ~ . .

.7. . .v . .s., _.,_____,.2_2. . . . . .

mm, ,m , oom - j

j
1

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 6.2.1.1.5.
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Drywell Vacuum Relief System
B 3.6.5.6

'

"'. BASES

s... ).

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.6.3 (continued)
_-

REQUIREMENTS

Performance of this SR includes a CHANNEL CALIB
isolation valve actuation instrumentation. ON of th
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillanceh}The ntn

under the conditions that apply during a plant outace and
the potential for violating the drywell boundary.1% crating-

{Survcilbncedenacrfercdatthe18
expcrience h::

Chc.:n the:c compcacate u;ually pc : the
Onth Frc^uency. '.hich.is b :cd en the refecPnS cycle. Scr l

'-::: ccnckded te bc Occept:ble frb: efere th3 Frcquency i

reliability |
.

4 t:ndpcint.
|

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 6.2. t
1

I
2. USAR Section 7.7.1.12. {

|
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ESW System-Div.1 and 2
B 3.7.1

'

l BASES
. . .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 (continued) ~

REQUIREMENTS

rather it involves verification that those valves
potentially capable of being mispositioned are in thecorrect position. This SR does not apply to valves that
cannot be inadvertently' misaligned, such as check valves.

Isolation of the ESW subsystem to components or systems does
not necessarily affect the OPERABILITY of the associated ESWsubsystem.

As such, when the ESW subsystem pump valves,
and piping are OPERABLE. but a branch connection off the
nain header is isolated. the associated ESW subsystem needs
to be evaluated to determine if it is still OPERABLE.
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governin
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. g valve

SR 3.7.1.2

This SR verifies that the automatic isolation valves of the
^

Division 1 and Division 2 ESW subsystems will automatically
realign to the safety or emergency position to provide
cooling water exclusively to the safety related equipmentduring an accident event. This is demonstrated by use of an
actual or simulated initiation signal. This SR also
verifies the automatic start capability of the ESW pump ineach subsystem.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in
SR 3.3.5.1.6 overlaps this SR to provide complete testing ofthe safety function.

N The 40- nth Frequency is based on the need to erform this }Survel lance under the conditions that aoaly du ing a plant
outaae,f0per:t1~ =perience h: chote tact thc;c ;

ce"'.penents usually; p:?,crcforc, this fre
ucacy i; concluded

:: the SR ;; hen perfc =cd ct the
10 mar.th Frc ucr,cy.
+c bc acceptEble frc relicbility stanacint. !

i
REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.27. Revision 2, January 1976.

2. USAR. Section 9.2.1.
.

3. USAR. Table 9.2-7.
-. _ _ .

(continued)
.
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ESW System-Div. 3
8 3.7.2

BASES

u.$
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ~ ~

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
corisistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

,

SR 3.7.2.2

This SR verifies that the automatic isolation valve of the
Division 3 ESW subsystem will automatically realign to the
safety or emergency position to provide cooling water
exclusively to the safety related equiment during an
accident event. This is demonstrated )y use of an actual or
simulated initiation signal. This SR also verifies the
automatic start' capability of the Division 3 ESW pump. The '

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.5.1.6 overlaps this
SR to provide complete testing of the safety function.

Opereting er ricacc has shcwn that these cc4caents usually T

ners the SD ben prfemed at the 18 month Frequency.i

herefore, tMr Freauency 1: concluded to bc acceptable frc=J reliabi'ity stand 50 int._. -

!

.

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 9.2.1.

2. USAR, Chapter 6.

USAR. 'hapter 15.3. C
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CRER System; -

B 3.7.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.2 (continued)
_ .

REQUIREMENTS

activated charcoal (general use and following specificoperations). Specific test frequencies and additional
information are discussed in detail in the VFTP. .

SR 3.7.3.3

This SR verifies that each CRER subsystem starts and
operates on an actual or simulated initiation signal and the
isolation dampers close within 10 seconds. The LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.7.1.5 overlaps this RR to
complete testing of the safety function. Ch'k th*
Surveillance can be performed with the reactor at r

: r: ting i3nce den perf med at the 18 month Frc';uency
Orien:: h= ch = the:

t;: Sur'/ci 00 ;cnent: u u:::y p=q
./dich is br ed en the refuel 1~; cycle. w erefore. t 6

d teint.Frc~u=cy ::= concluded te b; = cept:ble fr= ; reli;bility;
i

SR 3.7.3.4 '

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure
and the assumed inleah.;a rates of potentially contaminatedair. The Control Room HVAC S
operating in the normal mode,ystem is. designed so that, whenthe' system automatically
maintains a positive differential pressure between the
control room and the outside environment. During an
emergency, when the CRER System is operating. the supply
(H25-F010A and H25-F0208 for one train and M25-F0108 and
M25-F020A for the other train) and exhaust (M25-F130A and -
M25-F1308) dampers of the Control Room HVAC System are-
closed (no design admittance of outside air). When in the
emergency re. circulation mode of operation no attempt is madeto pressurize the control room. Thus the leakage through
the intake and exhaust dampers is the 3rimary source of i

laakage into the control structure. Tie Frequency of
'

@her valve leak tests, and since significant degradation ofmonths is appropriate since it is consistent with most IUt :

the dampers is not expected over this period of time.

-

- - ~
ontinued)DNMh * *M

'

''

R .'* }* ??? ^
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Control Room HVAC Y bB
~

BASES"

( .)' !
'

ACTIONS. E.1 and E.2
"

I

(continued) '

The Required Actions of Condition E.1 are modified by a Note
indicating that LC0 3.0.3 does not ap)1y. If moving
recently irradiated fuel assemblies w111e in MODE 1. 2.
or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactor

-

operations. Therefore, inability to suspend movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason
to require a reactor shutdown.

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies in~

the primary containment or fuel handling building. or during
OPDRVs if the Required Action and associated Completion Time
of Condition B is not met, action must be taken to
immediately suspend activities that present a potential for
releasing significant amounts of radioactivity that might
require isolation of the control room. This places the unit
in a condition that minimizes risk.

If applicable, handling of recently irradiated fuel in the
primary containment or fuel handling building must be

.

I

. suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall l

.not preclude completion of movement of.,a component to a safe *|. .

position. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated(. / immediately to suspcnd OPDRVs to minimize the probability of
'

a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission
product release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are
suspended.-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the
~

system is sufficient to remove the control room heat load
assumed in the safety analysis. The SR consi of a
combination of testing and calculation. The montrF |'
Frequency is appropriate sinceEsignificant degradation of -

the Control Room HVAC System is not expected over this time
period.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 6.4.
''

.

2. USAR, Section 9.4:1. -
"

t
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Main Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.6BASES

i
.

ACTIONS fL1 (continued) ^

_

based oil operating experience to reach the recuired unit
conditions from full power con,ditions in an orcerly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

cycle of full travel demonstrates that the valves areCycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete
mechanically OPERABLE and will function when required.*

31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, isThe

consistent with the procedural controls governin
caeration, and ensures correct valve positions. g valve
tle Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.Therefore,
SR 3.7.6.2

The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate
automatically to perform its design function. This SRdemonstrates that, with the required system initiation

{- CN sianals, the valves will actuate to their required position.

Surv@eillance under the conditions that apply during a unitmonth Frequency is based on the need to perform this|
The

-

'

outage and because of the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were
_ reactor at power._] tpcrating ^xp;r; performed with thence no; nca h
le '"On:h Prc^ucncy, tich 10 E :cd cn th rcfucling cycle,:::cptab13frcmareliabilitystandpcint.i:

,

SR 3.7.6.3

This SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMEis in compliance with the assumptions of the ap3ropriatesafety analysis.
The TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RES)0NSE TIME

must comply with the following requirements when measured
from the initial movement of the main turbine stop orcontrol valve:

80% of turbine bypass system capacity shall bea.

established in less than or equal to 0.3 seconds.
b.

Bypass valve opening shall start in less than or equalto 0.1 seconds.
_

&- ^

e3 (continued)
'w

mu ze wwm Fru.tw:e is bued <w e4>wi exU
M t s w s.s 4 u i- & u A prc a a t re M % p u a ,qch .
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Main Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.6

BASE'S
( .

'

:s

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.3. (continued)
PIQUIREMENTS

14 The le nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this |Surv lance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and because of the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Sarva111ance wara nerformed with thereactor at power J 9perating = .'

(18 =nt". Frc^uccy. itich 1: 5 peri =cc h;; shc.r, the
x: accept:bl3 fr= reliabi'ity st=dpcint.:cd On the refueling cycle.ii 1

REFERENCES 1. USAR..Section 7.7.1.5. i
|

1 2. USAR, Section 15.1.2. |k |

!
- ~ ~
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FHB Ventilation Exhaust System
B 3.7.9

.-

BASES.

. v. :
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) .This SR verifies that the required FHB ventilation exhaust
filter testing is performed in accordance with the i
Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The FHB j
Ventilation Exhaust System filter tests are in accordance |
with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4).

The VFTP includestesting HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and

.

following specific operations). Specified test frequencies
and additional information are discussed in detail in theVFTP.

SR 3.7.9.3

This SR requires verification that each FH8 ventilation
exhaust subsystem can be started from the control room. and
that the FHB ventilation exhaust system performs
satisfactorily during an actual or simulated actuation of'C
the FHA instrumentation. This SR will include calibration
nf the A4R vanH1ation exhaust radiation monitor (noble

.

gas). T"'"^ t'9 Surveillance can be performed with the
reactnr~at oc_ogpcr:ang cxper:cn:0 n;; :ne. , Onc;c-

ra.#sm. , .; u;d ,y p :: the Sur"cill:nce den perfcmed t
the 18 -^ nth Frequenc'" dich 10 b::cd cn the refueling
cycic. ?,cr;ferc th; Frcquency .;;; concluded tc bc

g cept:ble 'r^ :,rcli:bility ct:ndpcint.
-

!

SR 3.7.9.4

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST on the FHB ventilation exhaust radiation monitor (noblegas) to ensure the entire channel will perform its intended i

'

' function.

The Frequency is based on plant operating experience with iregard to channel operability and the recommendations of
Generic Letter 93-05.

I.
_f

h 7M' M
-- m (continued)

^# M
- ".; is & t h A.% 'A Mb<ts
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ECCW System i
8 3.7.10

BASESq;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

IIsolation of the ECCW subs
does not necessarily affeckstem to components or systems I

the OPERABILITY of the ECCW
subsystem. As such, when the ECCW subsystem pump, valves, q

and piping are OPERABLE but a branch connecLion off the i

|
main header is isolated, the associated ECCW subsystem needs '

to be evaluated to determine if it is still OPERABLE.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
I'consistent witti the procedural controls governing valve

operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

|
SR 3.7.10.2 4

,

I-

This SR verifies that the automatic isolation valves of the !Division 1 and 2 ECCW subsystems will automatically realign
to the safety or emergency position to provide cooling water |

exclusively to the safety related equipment during an i

iaccident. This is demonstrated by use of an actual or jsimulated initiation signal. This Surveillance also
verifies the automatic start ca) ability of the ECCW pump ineach subsystem.

The LOGIC SYST:l FUNCTIONAL TEST in SRl
3.3.5.1.6 overlaps this Surveillance to provide completetesting of the safety function.

The ifr nth Fre is based on the need to perform this |Surv1lanceund!uencr the conditions ~ that apply during a unit
outage and the potential for an unalanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with t'e reactor at power.

(~0peratir;Survcilknce when perfer:cd ct the L month-e g eriencc he; shain chau chc;c cc q caca u usuclly:= the
r( revenct

~ Mcepteble 'W~erefore. thu Frc^uenc" t conchd d to bcreliability danddint.ra

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 9.2.2.
2. Plant Data Book, Tab R, Section 6.4.9.

-

~
~ ,
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B 3.8.1 ,

6f&M9 4 O
gd f,c(o@fif{.(..

BASES y & e. ,g
f-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.6 (continued) -

REQUIREMENTS

standby 3ower sources. This Surveillance )rovides assurancethat eac1 fuel oil transfer pump is OPERAB.E. the fuel oil
piping system is intact the fuel delivery piping is not
obstructed, and the controls and control systems for

{automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE.

The design of the fuel transfer systems is such that pumps
operate automatically in order to maintain an adequate
volume of fuel oil in the day tanks during or following DGtesting. Therefore a 31 day Frequency is specified to
correspond to the maximum interval for DG testing.

i

SR 3.8.1.7
j~

See SR 3.8.1.2. i
,

SR 3.8.1.8

Transfer of each 4.16 kV ESF bus power supply from the
normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit !

I

i M nstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit. Thenth Frequency of the Surveillance is based on''

gineering judgment taking into consideration the plant (
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

Jperann; 5 [ hen perfor=d at the 18 = nth Fr;em;rien: = :ne;c := =0:0 00 0nent:
'

the S c ua: y !
"

b:::refere.theM eli dility stan:pcint.reuency '::: cencluded to bc ::quency.
c.

:cpt 21: frcm
i

!

This SR has been modified by a Note. The reason for the
Note is that during operation with the reactor critical,
performance of this SR could cause perturbations to the
electrical distribution systems that could challenge
continued steady state operation and, as a result, plantsafety systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR. Examples of unplanned events mayinclude:

1) Haintenance: and

2) Post maintenance testing that requires aerformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore tie component to
OPERABLE provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to '

{.. maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.
(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

f BASES
w'

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.9 (continued) ~ -

REQUIREMENTS

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible. Note 2 ~ requires that if synchronized to offsite
power, testing be performed using a power factor s 0.9.

.

This power factor is chosen to be representative of theactual desi
experience.gn basis inductive loading that the DG could

SR 3.8.1.10 *

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a
full load, i.e., maximum expected accident load, without
overspeed tri3 ping or exceeding the predetermined voltagelimits. The Xi full load rejection may occur because of a
system fault or inadvertent breaker tripping; This
Surveillance ensures proper engine generator load response
under the simulated test conditions. This test simulates
the loss of total connected load that the DG experiences
following a full load rejection and verifies that the DG
does not trip upon loss of the load. These acceptance,- criteria provide DG damage protection. While the DG is not-

expected to experience this transient during an event and*'

continue to be available, this response ensures that the DG
is not degraded for future aaplication including
reconnection to the bus if tie trip initiator can be j
corrected or isolated.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions-as
possible. testing must be performed using a power factors .9. This power factor is chosen to be rearesentative of
the actual design basis inductive loading t1at the DG would
experience.

5 , o a e,_, ,~,~ 4 ,.
-

| ;rnn.;mn.; r.n:"N; nurera:",u -_,_2,+c_ !
-~,4,+_+ .uu

:nrr c"r"" '

1.." U..;. Z..;"|..L. .t." _1 1 _:T' 2. .,". V. ' s;',.,1, ". "'L..',,:d.. .". ". """ " ""I
.

.> .

This SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states thatmomentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. The reason for Note 2 is that during
operation with the reactor critical, performance of this SR
could cause perturbation to the electrical distribution

(continued)
~
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11:- (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

capable of being operated at full flow, or RHR subsystems
aerforming a decay heat removal function are not desired to
]e realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of
actual demonstration of the connection and energization of
these loads, testing that adequately shows the capabilit
the DG system to perform these functions is acceptable. y of i

This testing may include any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection
and loading sequence is verified.

fh crem,mnru nr m mmma, 4 e
(

~~

3 : m c 5 n z :: c _ z m e4 m ,+.reme4 ..4a a-
r',';m m;"/"L;;"''"'."'%T!"L Y' L'!E"1"!"M l"L!'!!LF91M'L

EL"LZ"C %Z.m'E';"e '"',%4 II"C:''' "'7" "".' L15'd ' fi"L'i
.

.
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.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. Forthe purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
being continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations for Division 1

'
,

and 2 OGs. For the Division 3 DG standby conditions mean
t-

that the lube oil is heated by the jacket water and
continuously circulated through a portion of the system asrecommended by the vendor.

Engine jacket water is heated by
an immersion heater and circulates through the system by
natural circulation. .The reason for Note 2 is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a recuired offsite

' circuit from service, perturb the electrical cistribution
system, and challenge plant safety systems. Credit may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR. Examples iof unplanned eventc!may include:

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by this

for which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available: and

2) Post maintenance testing that requires aerformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.
' .

,. .s
(continued)U
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SURVEILLANCE - SR 3,8.1.12
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically
starts and achieves the required voltage and frequency
within the specified time (10 seconds for Divisions 1 and 2
and 13 seconds for Division 3) from the design oasis
actuation signal (LOCA signal) and operates for a 5 minutes.
The 5 minute period provides sufficient time to
demonstrate stability

Z
.

The Frequency of mon hs takes'into consideration plant {conditions require to perform the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with the ex
lengthsJ Operating exper:cacc ac =pected fuel cycle=. Inn :n=c lc-^nents usually past the SR 2.cn ;crfc=cd at the i

18- mnth crequency. ":erefore, the rcquency .;r concludedr
to be acceptable frc : reliability standpcint.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
!to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For '

the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
being continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recomendations for Division 1and 2 DGs. For the Division 3 DG, standby conditions mean
that the lube oil is heated by the jacket water and
continuously circulated through a portion of the system as
recommended by the vendor. Engine jacket water is heated by
an immersion heater and circulates through the system by
natural circulation. The reason for Note 2 is that during
operation with the reactor critical, performance of this SR

!could cause perturbations to the electrical distributior
systems that could challenge continued steady state
operation and, as a result, plant safety systems. Credit i

may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR. |

Examples of unplanned events may include:

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by thisfor which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available: and

2) Post maintenance testing that requires aerformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain OPERABILITY or reliability. '

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE ,SR 3.8.1.13
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that DG non-critical i
i

protective functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature)
are bypassed on an ECCS initiation test signal and critical
protective functions trip the DG to avert substantial damage !

!

to the DG unit. The non-critical trips are bypassed during
DBAs and provide alarms on abnormal engine conditions.
These alarms provide the o]erator with necessary information
to react appropriately. T1e DG a.vailability to mitigate the
DBA is more critical than protecting the engine against
minor problems that are not immediately detrimental to
emergency operation of the DG.

M
The M month Frequency is based on engineering judgment.
taki g into consideration plant conditions required to
perform the Surveillance, and is intended tn he consistent

!
with ex]ected fuel cycle lenaths.I Opercting cxperience has ]r hcr. t10t thecc cc ponent; usually p;;; th; 2 whenc

1marfnrmnA st +bn 10 .nnn&h Cenniinnno Tkarnfnen &hn

?bs isis si O 5niids! H n i'i! Fp b bi FfF6F 3'r5Yb bility )y+endp-int. 3
The SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance removes a required DG from
service. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that j

satisfy this SR. Examples of unplanned events may include. )
-

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by thisfor which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available: and

2) Post maintenance testing that requires aerformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE, provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to

.

imaintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.14

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires
denonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can start and
run continuously at full load capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours-22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the DG, and 2 hours

.

, , ,

( 4) (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)
-

REQUIREMENTS

of which is at a load eduty rating of the DG. quivalent to 110% of the continuous
An exception to the loading

requirements is made for Division 1 and 2 DGs since the load
carrying capability testing of the Transamerica Delaval Inc.
(TDI) diesel generators (Division 1 and 2) has been limited.
Division 1 and 2 DGs are o)erated for 24 hours at a load
greater than or equal to tie maximum expected post accident.
load; the first 2 hours of which is at the continuous ratingof the DG. The DG starts for this Surveillance can be
performed either from standby or hot conditions. The
provisions for prelube and warmup. discussed in SR 3.8.1.2,
and for gradual loading, discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are
applicable to this SR.

In order to ensure tihat the DG is tested under load iconditions that are as close to design conditions as
!possible. testing must be performed using a power factor

s 0.9'. This power factor is chosen to be representative of
the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG couldexperience. Limits on the frequency and voltage during the

G 24 hour run are unnecessary because this test is performed
f

with the DG connected in aarallel to offsite power and the
~ power factor which is to >e maintained is specified.

;

rum , o ~+ w %. m.,~ 4 ,-m., 4 + ~ + .:,4+w +wm
a L 'TJi,,,,;.~,W 6 1 .i!+ Z :'A~.IT;~4' Ed 7K",e m-

,,;;;,J,.;J' ~ ;"hi'. i2';'Cid '~J "L:'.:!L '.""U _ f ' '.__ m u__
C;.'L'3"+r Z ',ii| "E""e "."1II""1"''' " *2'UCL"'.,"lT' ;TZ''"
| ". KG_ ;,J "A.. ;.,'CL~I. 7. .'.I.I. ' A,.,',".". .''''L. .",w"".u!".' " "'"""" "' "''

,

.
-

.... . , ~.

This Surveillaned is modified by two Notes. Note 1 states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. The load band for the Division 1 and
2 DGs is provided to avoid routine overloading of these DGs.-

While this Surveillance allows operation of the Division 1
and 2 DGs in the band of 5600 kW to 7000 kW. a range of
5600 kW to 5800 kW will normally be used in order to
minimize wear on the DGs. This is the load range referred
to in Note 1. Routine overloa' ding may result in more
frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.

-

Similarly, momentary power factor transients above the limit
. - do not invalidate the test.

-

. (continued)
~

,
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The reason for Note 2 is that credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. Examples of
unplanned events.may include:

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by thisfor which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available; and

2) Post maintenance testing t' hat requires )erformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was required or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.15
|
|

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can
restart from a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown
from normal Surveillances, and achieve the required voltage
and frequency within 10 seconds for Divisions 1 and 2 and-

(# 13 seconds for Division 3. The times are derived from the
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design
basis large break LOCA.

( m ,o .,me+s e-~,,m- ~ 4- - - 4 ,. + - + . 4 + u + u

; 1 1 ;I,77
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m
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um s -- - *~.n.
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This SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that
.the test is performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The
requirement that the diesel has operated for at least 1 hour
at full load conditions prior to performance
Surveillance is based on manufacturer recomme.of thisndations for
achieving hot conditions. The load band for the Division 1
and 2 DGs is )rovided to avoid routine overloading of these
DGs. While t11s Surveillance allows operation of the
Division 1 and 2 DGs in the band of 5600 kW to 7000 kW. a
range of 5600 kW to 5800 kW will normally be used in order
to minimize wear on the DGs. This is the load range

( (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.15 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

referred to in Note 1.
frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendorRoutine overloads may result in more
recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.
Momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. Note 2 allows all DG starts to be
preceded by an engine prelube period to minimize wear and
tear on the diesel durino testing. ,

'

SR 3.8.1.16

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(6). this Surveillance ensures that the manual
synchronization and load transfer from the DG to each
required offsite power can be made and that the DG can be .

,

!
returned to ready-to-load status when offsite power isrestored. It also ensures that the undervoltage logic isreset to allow the DG
offsite power occurs. to reload if a subsecuent loss of

The DG is considerec to be in
ready-to-l W status when the DG is at rated speed and
voltage, the output breaker is open and can receive an

I. ' auto-close signal on bus undervoltage. Portions of the
-

'

synchronization circuit are associated with the DG and
portions with each offsite circuit. If a failure in th
synchronization requirement- of the Surveillance occurs,e
depending _ on the specific affected portion of the
synchronization circuit, either the DG or an associated
offsite circuit is declared inoperable.
b c.~.m_~ J i o __u. 4, ____4_.__. .u u u _

j M2'i sIL: J~o"~"i"LZ ;;"'i31 rm";;;",'"k
;~;u ;;I's "".? InA' cr', 2" L'"": '"7m '"" "'""*

-

7d' 'J3'4' CO' 'C"L''G L L'E; T _.
C a n. I. L.. '._ y'"...~.~ .... .

. . y, . . . . m .~ .m. m.... n.c .

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
.

that performing the Surveillance would remove a required
-

offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Credit

.may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
,

Examples of unplanned events may include:

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by thisfor which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available: and,

. .

h -(continued)
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SUREI_ LANCE SR 3.8.1.16' (continued) ~ '

REQUIREMENTS

2) Post maintenance testing that requires wrformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.17
.

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the DG
availability under accident conditions is not compromised asthe result of testing. Interlocks to the LOCA sensing
circuits cause the DG to automatically reset to
ready-to-load operation if an ECCS initiation signal is
received during operation in the test mode. Ready-to-load
operation is defined as the DG running at rated speed and
voltage with the DG output breaker open. These provisions
for automatic switchover are required by IEEE-308 (Ref.13),paragraph 6.2.6(2). ;

The requirement to automatically energize the emergency
loads with offsite power is essentially identical to that of(' SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with
SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that the emergency loading is not
affected by the DG operation in test mode. In lieu of
actual demonstration of connection and energization of
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the
emergency loads to perform these functions is acce
This testing may include any series of sequential,ptable.
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection

.

and loading sequence is verified.

'5535!''[2'3Ei;51..l55"I'.31335$,"'lkb$$5)
. m

;~;g G F y ai' i"T;"I"L'. ""'"7f.37_ " 4 :_I'I__am __.

R;L'Jii'L2 E~~el.."'~4 Ti" 1'" " 7UJ "" _rj"I: T"''
_:.r. n. I:_m. ;.52. . ' ,:L_ _ z~.;- .,: .I'. ' 11.I.'L. . .."'. ..'. . " "~""-" *" '^'.I. .. .. .r.. ..

This SR has been modified by a Note. The reason for the
Note is that performing the Surveillance would remove a

'

required offsite circuit from service. perturb the
electrical distribution system, ;nd challenge safetysystems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that
satisfy this SR. Examples of unplanned events may include:

(continued) -
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AC Sources-Operating
8 3.8.1'

BASES( ,;;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.17 (continued) -

REQUIREMENTS

1) Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to perform the function specified by this-

Surveillance, for which adequate documentation of the
required performance is available: and

2) Post maintenance testing that requires )erformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore tie component to

|OPERABLE. provided the maintenance was required. or -.

performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain GPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.18

Under accident conditions, loads are sequentially connected
to the bus by the time delay relays. The time delay-relays
control the permissive and starting signals to motor

breakers to prevent overloading of the bus power supply' timedue
to high motor starting currents. The 10% load sequence
tolerance ensures that sufficient time exists for the bus
power supply to restore frequency and voltage prior to'

applying the next load and that safety analysis assumptions,

regarding ESF equipment time delays are not violated.s

Reference 2 provides a summary of the automatic loading of --

ESF buses.

f}he Frcquency of 18 =cnth: k cdacEtent .;ith the
rcconcndstion; cf Rcgulatory Guide 1.100 (Rcf. 3),
parcgrcph 2.0.(2); tckco into considcrction pknt condition;
.rquired to pcrforir, th; Surycillonce ond is intcaded to be-
concktent viith cxcert^" '" ' c"ck knaths.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance during these MODES would
remove a recuired offsite circuit from service, perturb the
electrical cistributirn system, and challenge plant safety
systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that

i satisfy this SR. Examples of unplanned events may include:

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.8.1.18 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

t1. Unexpected operational events which cause the
equipment to
Surveillance, perform the function specified by this

for which adequate docunentation of the
required performance is available: and

\2. Post maintenance testing that requires wrformance of
this Surveillance in order to restore t1e component to
OPERABLE, provided the maintenance was required, or
performed in conjunction with maintenance required to
maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

SR 3.8.1.19
.

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS,-and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the'DG o
discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11,peration, asduring a loss of -i

offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction with an
'.

ECCS initiation signal.
In lieu of actual demonstration of

.,

connection and energization of loads, testing that
adequately shows the capabilit
these functions is acceptable.y'of the DG system to performThis testing may include any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that
the entire connection and loading sequence is verified. The
verification for assuring that the auto-connected emergency
loads are energized has a timing requirement associated with-Division 3. Thus verification for Division 1 or 2 is simply
a check that the auto-connected loads are energized, whereas '

the verification for Division 3 includes a check that the
auto-connected loads are energized in s 13 seconds.

-

The Frequency o Y to perform the Surveillance and isenths takes into consideration plant
-

conditions requir
. int 'ded to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length'of nths.-

This SR 1.s modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
being continuously circulated and temperature maintained

-

s
4 continued)4/
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!B 3.8.4

b.'9 BASES '

..

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.3 -

REQUIREMENTS

(continued)
Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and
battery racks provides an indication of physical damage orabnormal deteriorati
battery performance.on that could potentially degrade

<

!The it
nth Frequency of the Surveillance is based.on

engi eering judgement, taking into consideration the des{unit conditions to
aerform the SurveillanceJ0 cr:nr,g-ired.... _ _ n., !, _ ., .m. - -.7~11I" : 'i: ~ _T T.T E' '', 6"~ ~ ~ ~_7""''"Z" "__.....k.----u- i

.

.#'' g""?",T' '"' '"'," V. .L:'T. "J"""1LL UT:""ril_ '":is;"L N J"*
1"""n'113" : 'L't-. -..

,,. . me
|

a~ mo . os....y...... o y..... , , .. .

m , _ , , . .,7]
-

SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.f li

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of inter-cell
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration thatinter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connections provides an,
could indicate degraded battery condition- f- ..

anti-corrosion material is used to ensure. The
connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. good electrical

removal of and inspection under each terminal connection. visual inspection for corrosion is not intended to require
The

The removal of visible corrosion is a preventive maintenanceSR.
The presence of visible corrosion does not necessarilrepresent a failure of this SR

is removed during performance o. provided visible corrosion.y
f this Surveillance.N

nth Frequency of the Surveillance is based on {The it

unit conditions to perform the SurveillanceMicr,gengineering judgement, taking into consideration the desired( \{
'
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DC Sources-Operating

BASES
B 3.8.4,

2.

\
SURVEILLANCE

-

REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.4 3 _

(continued)

design capacity of the charBattery charger capability requirements are based on th
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref.gers (Ref. 4). According to

e

is required to be based on the largest combined dema d9), the battery charger supply!

the various steady state loads and the charging capacit
1.

n s of i
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state tothe fully charged state, irrespective

y to

unit during these demand occurrences. of the status of the'
amperes and duration ensure that these requirements can beThe minimum requiredsatisfied.

conditions required to perform the test and the otherThe Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unitt.

administrative controls e i

performance during these ting to ensure adequate charger j
this Frequency is intende nth intervals. !

fuel cycle lengths. to be consistent with expectedIn addition.[ !

.

1
'

SR 3.8.4.7 {,

,,

capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirementsA battery service test is a special test of the battery's\

(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power s t
discharge rate and test length correspond to the design d t

.

ys em. The !

cycle requirements as specified in Reference 4. 1uy 1

Be %rvei" :: crcq==
the reemriti = Of R y of 10 = nth; i; cousi;te ,i ,,iD

ghtery Cuid 1.02 (C f. 0) cad-Re ter
b=;tery =y Cuid: 1.120 (Ref.10). .;hich :t;t: that the

i
I

l

r';i= tat ,hould be grfornd during refuelin
"per;ti = Or :t == Oth;r cut;;e. ,eith intervals bet ;;;g:t: =t t: :==d 10 anths. n.

lis SR is modified by a Note.
'

72

lis substitution is acceptable because SR 3Pmonths performance of SR 3.8.4.8 in lieu of SR 3.8.4.7.The Note allows the once per
'

represents a more severe test of hattery capa.8.4.8 |
SR 3.8.4.7 city than

_

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating,

B 3.8.4

(7.y BASES
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.8
_

REQUIREMENTS
_

(continued)
A battery performance test is a test of constant current
capacity of a' battery, normally done in the as found
condition, after having been in service, to detect any
change in the capacity determined by the acceptance test.
The test is intended to determine overall battery

.

i

degradation due to age and usage.

The acce3tance criteria for this:
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 8) and IEEE-485 (Ref.11). Surveillance is consistentThese
references recommend that the battery be. replaced if its
capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's rating. A
capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration i

is increasing.. even if there is ample capacity to meet the
1

load requirements..

.-

e Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally72.
' months 'or every 18 months if the battery shows

,

egradation| or if the battery has reached 85% of its | ;

ex3ected life. De ;

IEEE-450 (Ref. 8), gradation is indicated. according to '

when the battery capacity drops more than( 10% of rated capacity from its average on previouss

performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's .

I

rating. These Frequencies are based on the recommendations --
in IEEE-450 (Ref. 8).,

1

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 17.
'

.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6. March 10,1971.
.

3. IEEE Standard 308, 1978.

4. USAR. Section 8.3.2..

5. USAR Chapter 6.

6. USAR. Chapter 15,

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93. December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450, 1980.
.

. -
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